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Introduction - Remarch Higlights
This report provides a comprehensive summary of EPR and correlated optical

spectroscopic studies conducted in our laboratory on a new class of solid-state materials
with potential utility as near IR lasers. All of the studied materials involve oxide host
lattices (silicates, vanadates, and germanates) doped with 3d transition metal-ions
(chromium and manganese). The novelty of the materials is connected to the tetrahedral
coordination and unusual oxidation states of the dopant ions. The objective in our studies
is to determine these propertiesof the laser active ions. We rely on EPR spectroscopy to
determine the elemental identity of dopant (and impurity) ions, the "spin" of the ions and
hence their oxidation numbers, and the crystallographic position of the ion, hence the
coordination number of the ion (barring crystallographic ambiguities). Correlated optical
spectroscopies - such as optical Zeeman spectroscopy - are used to establish a link
between magnetic resonance and optical properties: by linking a relevant optical center to
an EPR spectrum, all of the characteristics ascertained through EPR can be attached to
the optical center.

The impetus for this work stemmed from the discovery of laser action in
chromium-doped forsterite, and the ensuing controversy regarding the coodination
number and oxidation state of the chromium ion. A key highlight of our research is the
experimental proof that the tetrahedral Cr4 + is the active center in Cr:forsterite.
Chapters 2-5 in the report pertain to the forsterite problem. Chapter 2 provides a detailed
introduction of the forsterite problem and an extended account of the EPR results and
analysis through which we demostrated the presence of tetrahedral Cr4+ in Cr:forsterite.
(An abbreviated version of this work has been published: Journ. Chem. "hys. 98, 3656
(1993)). Chapter 4 - a preprint of an article soon to appear in the literature (Journ. Opt.
Soc. Amer. B 11 (1994)) - is a detailed account of the optical Zeeman spectroscopy, with
fluorescene line-narrowing, that proves that the Cr4+ centers observed by EPR are also
responsilbe for the near IR luminescence and laser activity. This work includes an
analysis of the Zeeman splittings as well as a simple model to account for the intensities
of the FLN spectral lines. Chapters 3 and 5 are reprints of prelimianry reports of these
studies, published in the OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers ; these brief
papers are included here for completeness.

The results on forsterite - specifically, the discovery of terta-oxo ion lasing centers
- rapidly lead to studies of numerous other materials conceived to incorporate 3d2 ions at
tetrahedral sites in oxide lattices. The most significant of the surveyed materials is the
manganese-doped barium vanadate system (Chapters 7 and 9), because of the
demonstration of laser action in this material. We present an extended account of our
EPR studies of (Mn:Ba3(VO4)2) in Chapter 7. (An abbreviated version of this work has
been published: Phys. Rev. B 47, 11479 (1993)). This EPR study reveals the presence of
both tetrahedral Mn5+ and Mn4+ in this material. In Chapter 9 we present a brief account
- to be published in 1994 OSA Proceedings on Advanced Solid-State Lasers - of a novel
optical/spin-echo double resonance study that proves that Mn5+ is the laser center in this
material. This work represents the first application of time-domain EPR methods with
pulsed laser excitation in these materials. We also present previously unpublished EPR
results on Cr:gehlenites (Chapter 6) and Cr:LLGG (lanthanum lutetium gallium garnet)
(Chapter 8). The gehlenite spectra do not appear to derive from isolated ions, a fact that
might be related to its di-orthosilicate (sorosilicate) structure. The LLGG system reveals
a Cr3 + rather than a Cr4 + center, Because of the expansion of the garnet lattice LLGG,
however, the Cr3 + is lodged at the tertahedral, gallium site.
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I Electra Paaa iqecRm~nane Speectmmsop of TdabedhalI Cr hiChrmm.DpsdForsterif and Ilumainks.

SlMichael H. WItmore. Ann Sacra, and David J. Singel

-Deparmnt of Chemistr, Harvard University,
12 Oxford Street, Cambridge, Masmchuaett 02138

ABSTRACT

The observation of near IR laser action in chromium activated forsterite by Petrkevi6, el

a(, (Appl. Phys. LAM 52, 1040 (1988)) has spawned considerable interest in idntifying and

characterizing the quadivalent chromium centers purportedly responsible for laser action in

this materiaL The EPR (electron paranmpetic resonance) spectroscopy reported here of

chromiun-oped forsterite and structurally related Akrmanite provides compeiling evi-

dence for the presence of tetrahedral C4" centers in both materials. The EPR spectra reveal

substitutional incorporation of chromium ions with triplet spin multiplicity, assignable to

Cr4+.The fine structure and electron Zeema interaction parameers of the centers in both

materials are found to be very similar. In kermanite, the Cr4 center is unequivocally ac-

commodated at tetrahedral lattice sites. The similarity of the spectroscopic properties of the

Cr4 + ions in the two materials thus implicates incopoaion at the analogous tetrahedral

3 sites in forsterite. In conjunction with the findings of recent optical Zeeman studies (K. R.

Hoffman, et aL, Phys. Rev. B 44, 12589 (1991); T. S. Rose, etat. OSA Proceedsg on

Advaced Solid State Lawrs 13, 17 (1992)), these EPR results denmonstrate that tetrahedral

Cr4+ is responsible for the near IR laser activity in chromium-doped forsterite.

4
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L INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the development of materials

suitable for tunable solid state lasers. particularly those with emimon in the NIR (near in-

fred) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. One materal of particular simficance is

chromium activated forsterite. Mg2SiO4. Law action was first demonstrated in chromium-

I doped forteute by Petrevi6 et al.,1 who obtained coherent emimon at 1235 am upon

pumping at 532 am; they assigned the active center to Cr3+ subsituting for Mg 2+. A broad

absorption band between 850 nm and 1150 an was also observed and attributed to impui-

ties present in the crystal. After Petevi et aL2 and Verddn et aL3 reporced that MR

lasing could also be achieved by excitation directly within this absorption band, in particu-

lar at a wavelength of 1064 rm. an alternative asgment for the active center was sug-

1 gested, namely Cr4+ substituting for silicon at tetrahedral lattice sites. This suggestion was

supported by the contemporaneou identification of tetrahedral Ci4+ as the species respon-

I sible for parasitic NIR aWorption in Nd YAG laars.4

In order to substantiate this view of Cr$ substitution in forsteuite, a number of de-

tiled optical studies5 - 14 have been undertaken. The optical spectra of chromium-doped

forsterite are not highly diagnostic, however, owing largely to the breadth and lack of reso-

lution of the spectral components - an inherent problem associated with laser materials

I with broadly tunable emission. The optical studies have therefore not completely resolved

the identity of the active center.I
The utility of EPR spectroscopy for the determination of the identity and oxidation

state of metal ions in crystal hosts is well established. The forsteite system itself provides

an excellent example of this utility: Rager and co-workers 15 - 17 have demonstrated the

presence and discerned the incorporation mode of numerous raramagnetic ions in forerite,

including Cr34. In this article we report EPR spectral studies of chromium-doped forsterite

that demonstrate the presence of Cr4 ions. We present analogous EPR results for the

15
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chromium-doped ikermanite, Ba2MgGe 2O7 (BMaG), which possesses tetrahedral cation

I sites nearly identical to those of forsterite. The similarity of the EPR spectral prpeties

3 found for the Cr4+ centers in these crystals, whose only common feature is the resemblance

of their tetrahedral cation sites, sAgly implicates these sites as the position of Cr4+ substi-

tntion in both BMaG and forsterite.

II. THE CRYSTAL SYSTEMS.I
A. Crystal Sbuctura

- 1. Forsteite

The forsterite crystal is of orthorhombic symmetry with the space group Pbnm (see

Figure 2.1). 18 The structure is composed of sx-coordinate Mg2+ ions that link discrete

SiO4
4 - tetrahedra (orthosilicate structure). Four Mg2SiO4 formula units constitute the unit

cell. Crystallographic data for forstente is given in Table 2.1 and the crystal lattice viewed

along each of the three crystallographic axes is shown in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.

The Si4+ ions are situated at the crystallographic 4c position; the Mg 2+ ions lie at

two distinct equivalent positions, 4a and 4c (designated MI and M2 respectively). 18

Accordingly, incorporation of Cr4+ through cationic substitution can occur only at the 4a or

4c positions. The former have site symmetry Ci, whereas the latter are situated on the mir-

ror planes perpendicular to the crystallographic c axis and have site symmetry Cs. For an

ion in the 4c position, the mirror symmetry requires that a magnetic principal axis - a

principal axis of all electron spin interaction matrices - coincide with the c axis (see

Figure 2.1 bottom). Inversion symmetry relations among the 4c positions lead to their

pairwise magnetic equivalence for arbitrary orientation of the external magnetic field within

the crystal. Moreover, all four centers are magnetically equivalent when the field lies in the

ac or be planes as a consequence of the dyad axes that interrelate the ions. In contrast, ions

lodged at the 4a sites are pairwise magnetically equivalent when the field is oriented in the

6



Ion Site Sym. Coordinates q

x y€ z

Mgt 4a T 0 0 0 +2

Mg2 4c m 0.9687 0.2792 1/4 +2

Si 4c m 0.4287 0.0957 1/4 +4

O 4c m 0.7661 0.0918 1/4 -2

02 4c m 0.2127 0.4514 1/4 -2

03 8d 1 0.2844 0.1633 0.0357 -2

TABLE 2.1. Crysullographic data for forstente. Orzhorbombic Pbnm aw4.756 A.

b=10.207 A, c=5.980 A. 18

7
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y y

FIG 2.1. Diagrams of space group Pbnm showing orientation of crystal axis system. The

heavy lines are mirror planes. The top figure shows the various space group operations with

circles representing inversion centers, lozenges representing screw tetrads, and dashed lines

representing glide planes. The bottom figure shows the four 4c sites (labeled with Greek

letters) each with the mandatory magnetic axis, here labeled y, perpendicular to the miror

plane.4 9
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FIG 2.2. Frxstuzite crystl lattice showing silicon tetrahedra. View is parallel to the a-axis with

I the b-axis veitical.
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FIG 2.3. Fouste crystal lanxice showing silica tetrahedra. View is parallel to the b-axis

Iwith the e-axis vertical.
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plawe outhoswial to the crystallographic axes, but no magnetic equivalences an required at

I ~arbitrary field orientatioms. These magneic equivalences are wummuid in Table 2.2

The disparat patterns of magnetic equivalence permit ready identificatton of the

crystallographic position of a substituated imu as was shown, for examaple, by Rager in his

study of 0r3-1 in forggerit.15 Unfortuntey, Since the 4c position in forsterite Pe nen i 1e11

both the octahedral MgS2' sete and the tetrabodral S&4 sit the pattern do not afford a

I full specification of either the substitution site of a cation or its coordination number. This

ambiguity in ate geometry motivates the study of fikermanite, which lack octahedra substi-

tution sites altogether.

2.*amnl
The fikermanites CMSO (Ca2MgSi2O7) and BhaG (BaffMgGe2O7) are cmoe

of Ca2+Aua2+, in eight fold oxygen coordination, and Mg2+. in tetahedral coordiation,

3 connecting pairwise intedinked oxygen tetrahedra (sorosilicese structure) centered on

Si4 'iG.c4*. The crystal has tetragonal syminetry with the space proup P721 i (see Rpgm

3 2.5) and two formula. units per unit cell.19 -20 Crystallographic dama for CMSO is given in

Table 2.3 and the crystal lattice viewed along the crsalogric axes is imown in Figure

3 2.6,2.7, and 2.8 As no X-ray structure is available for BAaG, dame from the closely related

B&2ZnGe2O7 is given in Table 2.4.

The Mge ions occur at position 2a and the Ca2+/Da2+ and Si4 '/0e4 '+ oM at poon-

tion 4e. The faor have site symmetry S4~ with the roatidon ame parallel to the crystallo.

graphic c axis, whereas the latter lie on mnanor plans perpendicular to the crystlogahi

3 ±&t) axeS 21 and have sits symniery Cs. The S4 syrmmetry of ions at the 2& position we-

quires that they disply axial symmetry in thei spin coupling nutiaes with unique nug

5 netic axes lying along the cyst alpi c axis (wee FRem 2.5 bottm). Theree the

two crystallographically equivalent stes must, in general, be magnetically equivalent lows

I located at the 4e position most have a magnetic principal axis normal to the mirror - on

II
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Ion Site Sym. Coardisats qI x z

Ca 4c m 03355 0.5 - x 0.5073 +2

Mg 2a T 0 0 0 +2

Si 4e m 0.1396 0.5 - x 0.9412 +4

01 2c mn 0.5000 0.5-x 0.1804 -2

02 4e m 0.1450 0.5-x 0.2583 -2

03 8f 1 0.0820 0.1820 0.7909 -2

I TABLE 23. Ciyulw lgmric daa for CMSO (Ca2MgSi2O7). Tetuacml PT2 im.

afb-7.789 A, c=5.018 k 2O

I
I

Ion Site SyUL Coomdinat q

3 Ba 4. m 0.1651 -03349 0.4927 +2

Zn 2a T 0 0 0 +2

Ge 4c m 03591 -0.1409 0.0383 .4

Ot 2c m 0.0826 0.1873 0.8105 -2

0 02 4e m -0.1393 -03607 0.2717 -2

03 8f 1 0.0000 O.O00 0.8404 -2

TABE 2A. Cy*WlklOgpic data for BZaG (B2ZDGe2O7). TeUaIaml

3P21m. a,,,bw A. €.54 A.19
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FIG 1.7. CWSO (Ca2MglSi207) crystal lattice showing silicon terhda View is parallel to

J ~ ~an a.,4-axis with the €-axis verical.
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FIG 2.8. CMSO (Ca2MgSi2O7) crystal lattice showing silicon tetrahedra. View is parallel3 to the c-axis with the a-axis vertical.
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which they are situated. The four crystallographically equivalent sites are thus pairwise

magnetically equivalent in the three principal crystallographic planes, but need show no

magnetic equivalence for an arbitrary orientation of the field within the crystal. These mag-

netic equivalences are summarized in Table 2.2.

I Inasmuch as the patterns of magnetic equivalence for ions at the 4e and 2a positions

are very different, substitution at the two tetrahedral positions is readily distinguishable.

Moreover, while the 4e position embraces two substitution sites, the disparity in ionic radii

of Ca2+/Ba 2+ Ver=s Si4 /Ge4+ suffices to remove any ambiguity in site asignment: only

the latter site is fitting for Cr4 + substitution.

I 3 Cmp ism of Stives

The only common feature of the dkermanite and forsteute structures is the similarity

of their SiO44 tetrahedra. This similarity is illustraed. in Figure 2.9. Most notably. ker-

3 maite lacks the octahedral cation sites thiough which forsterite accommodates a host of

guest ions. 15-17 The greater selectivity of kermanite facilitated our initial discovery and

3 characterization of the EPR spectrum of tetrahedral Cr4+ center. The results on BMaG, in

turn, facilitated the subsequent identification of the analogous center in chromium-doped

I forsterite.

B. Cr4'

Both forstente and BMaG crystals were doped with chromium under oxidizing

conditions designed to promote inclusion as Cr4+. The quadrivalent chromium ion has a

groud electronic configuration of [Ar]3d 2 with the lowest energy Russell-Saunders term of
3F. In a weak tetrahedral crystal field, the 3F tarm is split with the 3A2 state lying lowest as

shown in Figure 2.10. Based on optical data of the presumed Cru4 tetrahedral site,5,6 -9 the
3A2 state would be stabilized by 104 cm-1 relative to the next highest stale, 3T2. The isola-

t tion of the orbitally non-degenerate ground state makes the observation of the Cr4+ EPR

I 24
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possible at room temperature. In contras in octahedral fields the 31"1 stale lies lowest. The

I orbital degeneracy of this state would be raised by the joint effects of spin-orbit coupling

and symmetry-lowering in kermanite and forsterite. Nonetheless, the reaulting low-lying

electronic excited states would typically lead to rapid spin-lattice relaxation and necessitate

low temperatures for the observation of EPR.22

The triplet spin degeneracy of the 3A2 ground state of tetrahedral Cr4+ is similarly

I lifted by spin-orbit coupling and symmetry-lowering. We summarize the fine-structure and

Zeeman interactions of the ion using the conventional spin Hamiltoman, 22

H= -1IB' Be- eg* S + D (Sz2 - S -S/3) + E(Sx2 - Sy2) (2-1)

U in which IIABI is the magnitude of the Bohr magneton. B0 is the laboratory field. g is the

Zeeman interaction matrix, S is the electron spin operator, with S=I, and D and E are the

fine structure parameters; z, y, and z comprie the principal axes of the fine structure inter-

3 action. If the g-anisotropy is very small (as we ultimately find to be the case), distinctions

between {x, y, z) and the principal axes of £ would be scarcely discernible. Accordingly,

3 we take the two principal axis systems to be coincident

1Il. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMNTAL PROCEDURES

A. Crystals

I Single crystals of chromium-doped forsteite were obtained from Dr. R. C. Morris

of Allied-Signal Corporation, Professor D. J. Simkin of McGill University, and Dr. K P,

Verddn of Fibetek Inc. These crystals were examined optically and shown to manifest ab-

sorptions associated with the putative Cr4+ center.3 ,6 7 ,10 The crystals obtained from Morris

were doped heavily enough to show distinct coloration with trichroism visible to the naked

eye. The samples from Simkin and Verdun were more lightly doped and showed only faint

color. All crystals were free of visible flaws. The crystals were cut into cubes with faces

I
I 2
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perpendicular to the a. b6 and c axes. Sample volumes wae approximaely 0.01 to 0.02

CM3 .

Single crystals of chromium-doped BMaG and CMSO were obtained from

Professor H. P. Jenssen of MIT. Optical speu of these crystals displayed the sme chaa-

Iteristic absorptions as those attributed to Cr4 * in forsterite.23 Two BMaG samples of differ-

ing chromium cocentration (0.01 and 0.5 mole percent in the melt) were used for the ex-

Iperiments; both were aqua blue in color. The CMSO sample had a chromium concentration

of 0.25 mole percent in the melt and was purple in color. All samples were free of visible

flaws. The crystals were cut into right triangular prisms with faces perpendicular to the a, b,

c and ab axes and with volumes of aly 0.01 to 0.02 cm 3.

B. EPR Specovemo"

EPR experiments were performed with a Varian _-109 X-band spectrometer using

100kHz modulation and a Varian E-231 TElo2 rectangular cavity. The field was varied

over a range of 0.05 to 10 kG and measured with a Walker Scientific MG-3D apusetr

that was calibrated with a Micro-Now Instruments Model 515B-1 proton gausameer.

Observations were obtained at frequencies of 9.5,9.2 and 9.1 GHz. Most experiments were

caried out with samples at ambient temperatums, although some wene performed at tem-

peratures of approximately 100 K andlO K Low temperatures were achieved using either a

5Varian E-257 Variable Temperature Accessory or an Air Products LTD-3-110 HeliTran

liquid He transfer system. Some experiments were performed at Bruker Instruments, Inc.

I(Billerica, MA) on a Bruker ESP 300 X-band spectrometer.

The sample crystals were mounted by use of Apezon N grease on rexoite sample

rods. The normal to the deied crystal rotation plane was aliged by eye along the rod rot-

5tion axis; the alignment error in mounting was less than 25mg The rods were then mounted

in a Varian Soniomet and rotated in the cavity about an axis parallel to the microwave

field, B1, and perpendicular to fo The uncertainty in the angular orientation of the sample

l28
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due to the rotator gear was approximately 2uuL Experiments performed at Bruker involved

samples mounted on a double circle goniometer that allowed rotation of the crystal amples

about ortboonal axes parallel to both B a n

IV. EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS

A. Akaminlte

I Measurements were made on BMaG with magnetic field rotation in the ab, me. and

a4bc crystallograpUic planes. 24 As indicated in Sec. I A.2, c stallographic symmetry or-

dains that the principal axes of the fine-structure and electron-Zeeman interaction can be

found in these planes for any caon incorporated substitutionally in Ikermanite. In the 0.5

percent sample three sets of strong EPR signals were found at room temperature. Two of

these sets can be identified as belonging to ions substituting at the 2a site; they are readily

a'ped to M2+. with its charactermic hyperme struct 5 and Fe3 , with an axial

3 spectrum similar to Fe3+ in garnet.26 The third set of signals displays intensties several

times great than those of the signals assiped to Fe3+ or Mn 2  (see Figure 2.11 top). In

3 the 0.01 percent sample, however, only the Mn2+ and Fe3 + signals were detected; these sig-

nals were of approximately the same amplitude as in the mor heavily doped sample. We

I therefore attribute the third set of signals to chromium. The observed lines are broad

(approximately 80G) and have no apparent structure. Similar experiments were performed

on the CMSO crystal; although Mn2+ signals were found, no signals analoous to those of

chromium in BMaG wer observed.

The fields-for-resonance of the chromium centers in BMaG were measured as a

function of orientation of B9 within the ak ae, and a4be crystallographic planes The re-

suits ae shown as the plotted points in Figure 2.12. The variation in resonat field with ro-

m tation in the ab plane clearly indicates that the signals originate from the 4e sies: for an ioa

located at the 2a position, this resonant field should be stationary as the field is rotated in

this plane. In view of the pairwise magnetic equivalece of the 4e sites in the ab and be

Im2
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FIG MI. Exemplary EPR spectra of chromium-doped: BMaG (top) with 5@ mar a4b ad B

along a, and fomernte (bottom) with Be near b an 1 along a The arrows designe the EPR

lines assigned to tetrahedral Cv4*; the sharp lines in the foruserise spectrum derive from theIC 3+spes analyzed by Rager and cowo- e (Refs. 15,16,17). The EPR limes associated

with the most prominent of thi species are truncaed in this display.
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FIG 2.12. Field-fo'r-'esonance vs. orienaion of Be in the ab, be and €,n.eb ctysallographic

I planes for C in BMaG. The poins are the expemntal data, and the soid curves derive

I from the best fit spmn-Hamiltonian parameters, as described in the text.
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planes, the appearance of only two lines in these planes discloses that only one resonance

absorption per magnetically inequivalent site is observed.

There is one anomaly in this analysis of the signals: the absence, for field rotation in

the a*b, plane, of the lines that correspond to the low field lines that ae observed when

Ithe field is rotated in the ab plane. When B9 lies in the ab plane (with BI along e), in par-

ticular along a4b, two lines are visible, but when Be lies in the a+b,e plane (with BI along

a-b) only one line is found, even when BO is again along a+b. Evidently the intensity of the

3 low field line depends strongly on the orientation of the microwave field, vanishing when

BI is oriented along a-b.

ITo ce this behavior mom fully we utilized a two circle goniometer to per-

form experiments in which we aligned Do along ab then rotated the crystal about Ue thus

varying the orientation of BI in the crystal. The series of EPR spectra obtained in this man-

ner is shown in Figure 2.13. A progression of signal intensity from a maximum, when B,

lies along c, to a minimum, when BI lies along a-b, is observed.

3 B. Forsterlie

3 Measurements were made on forsterite with magnetic field rotation in the ab, ac,

and be crystal planes. As noted in Sec. II A.1, a cation incorporated at the 4c site in

forstente must have one of its magnetic axes oriented along c with the other two lying in

the ab plane. Scores of EPR signals were detected in each of the laser crystals examined;

3my of these are shown in Figure 2.14. In the ac and be planes a signal was detected very

much like that of chromium in BMaG. This signal, observable at room temperature, is

3 strong, broad (approximately 300), and featureless (see Figure 2.11 bottom). Experiments

were performed on several crystals; the signal intensity shows positive correlation with the

5 coloration of the crystal and thus the chromium concentration. We therefore attribute the

signal to chromium.

1 33
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FIG 2.13. Variation of Cr4 + EPR intenity in BMaG with crystal rotation about e. In the

series of spectra shown. BO is parallel to a+4b while the orientation of BI is varied from c

(signal maximum) through a-b (signal minimum). The EPR line observed corresponds to the

low field line in tb ab plane shown in Figure 2.12.
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FIG M.4. Field-for-resonance vs. orientation of BO in the be crystallographic plane for

unidentified ions in forsterite.
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The fields-for-resonance associated with rotation of the magnetic field in the ac and

be planes are shown as the plotted points in Figure 2.15; the gaps in the data are a conse-

3 quence of spectral overlap with other strong signals. The low field extrema, in these planes

show a dependence on the spectrometer frequency. With So oriented along a (or b) these

3 extrema are: observed at 610 G for a frequency of 9.5 GHz, observed at 160 G for a

frequency of 9.2 GHz; and no longer detectable at a frequency of 9.1 GHz. Evidently, the

3resonant levels are split by between 9.1 GHz and 9.2 GHz in zero field, and diverge upon

application of an external field oriented along a (or b).

No signal was observed for rotation with the magnetic field in the ab plane,

3 notwithstanding careful inspection of the spectra obtained with Bo along either a or b -

orientations at which lines were detected with field rotation in the at or be planes. Clearly,

5 the signal intensity of tuansitions in the ab plane depends on the orientation of B1.

Deliberate misalignment of the rotation axis, specifically a tilt of approximately 50-150 nm

i tilt about b, allowed two lines to be detected, albeit at much lower intensity than was seen

in the ac and be planes. These signals are shown as the plotted points in Figure 2.16.

The presence of only one signal in the planes containing c demonstrates that the

chromium ion must occupy the 4c position rather than the 4a position from which at least

two signals would derive. In the ab plane the 4c sites are puirwise equivalent resulting in

the two signals seen in Figure 2.16. The presence of only these discrete signals discloses

that, as is the case with BMaG, only one resonance absorption per magnetically inequiva-

3 lent site is observed.

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

For forsterite, three key observations are sufficient for assigning the proper spin

3 multiplicity to the chromium ion: 1) the presence of only a single resonance absorption per

magnetically inequivalent site in the surveyed field range, 2) the dependence of the inten-

sity of the signal on the microwave field orientation within the crystal, and 3) the presence

1 38
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i FIG 2.15. Field-for-resonance vs. orientaion of DO in the be and ac crystalographic planes for

I Cr°4+ in forsterite. The points are the experin~tal data, and the solid curves derive from the

g best fit spmn-Hamiltonian parameters, as described in the text.
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FIG L16. Field-for-resonance vs. orientation of Be near the ab crystallographic plane for Cr4 +

in forsterite. The points are experimental data, and the solid curves derive from the best fit

spin-Hamiltonian parameters, as described in the text. In order to obtain this data. the crystal

rotation axis was tilted about bto make an angle of O.lx with e.
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of a zero field splitting of resonant levels nearly equal to the microwave quantum. bvp

(where vp is the microwave frequency and h is Plancek's constant).

The latter observation obviously rules out a $=1/2 systm, which can have so zero

field splitting. The assignment of the observed resonance lines to an S=1 system, on the

3 other hand, is completely consistent with the experimental observations. In typical experi-

mental situations, if D >> hvl then only transitions between the levels split in zeo field by

I2E are observed as illumated in Figure 2.17. If the 2E splitting is then assumed to be

somewhat less than the microwave quantum, this solitary transition should be observable

for any orientation of ft If. however. 2E > rvp, the separation of resonant energy levels is

necessarily geater than hvp and resonance is not attainable for any magnetic field orenta-

tions except those close to the mediant magnetic principal axis (conventionally labeled y).

3 In order to account for the disappearance of the low field extrae in the ac and be

planes of forvinte. 2E must lie between 9.1 and 9.2 GHz In addition, y cannot coincide

I with a (or b). Moreover, cursory comparison of MW at the resonant field stationary points

(which, by symmetry, occur when Be is along c or in the ab plane) with the hierarchy of

resonant field values for D 11 z, y, and z (illustrated in Figure 2.17) reveals that y N c, and

that the x and z axes of the two magnetically inequivalent 4c ions essentially bisect a and h

The relationship between {z, y. z) and the crystallographic frame is shown for cm of these

3 two ions in Figure 2.18.

The dependence of EPR signal intensities in the ab plane of forstente on the

I orientation of BI within the crystal is also consistent with the assignment of S=I. Inasmuch

as the splitting between resonance levels is only slightly smaller than the microwave

quantum, the EPR transitions occur at nearly zero field for all magneic field orientations

except those dose to y. To the extent that the mixing of the zero field eigenstates,

I ITx>, ITy>, IT2>J, by the small Zeem interaction is negligible, thes EFR transitions

3 are subject to well-known selection rules involving the microwave field orientati 27
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FIG 2.17. Upper two energy levels of the Ct's ground soat spin triplet (Db>hvp1 ) with the

3 magnetic field oriented along the three magnetic pincipsl axes. The zero field splitting of

these levels, 2E. is 9.2 G~h. The thick arrows show the transitions possble at 9.5 GHz.
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E'xamination of the axis system depicted in Figure 2. 18 reveals that rotation of Bo in the ab

I crystallographic plane with BI c1 e corresponds to an x, plane rotation with a, 1l y in the

internal axis systems of ions in the 4c sites of forstente. Since the observed EPR transition

occurs at nearly zero field, between states essentially equivalent to I Tx> and I Ty>, no EPR

signal is observed. On the other hand, if the crystal is tilted such that 91 incorporates a non-

zero z-component, the EPR transition is no longer forbidden.

For chromium-doped BMaG, similar arguments to those presented for forstente

demonstrate that the chromium EPR spectra can also be best explained assuming an S=l

ion. A final denstraion of the soundness of this identification is the suitability of Eq.

(2-1) for summarizing the EPR spectral results.

We employed Eq. (2-1) in evaluating the spin Hamniltonian parameters by

least-squares fitting the observed fields-for-resonance. In this calculation we employed a

Levenberg-Marquardt 28 non-linear fitting routine, together with an eigenfield algorithm

3 based on the method described by Belford el al.29. For both crystal systems, best values

were calculated for D, E, and the principal values of g. namely gx, gy, gz, with the principal

axes of g constrained to be coincident with the fine structure axes (xzz}.

3 In the case of forstente, the fitted data was limited to fields-for-resonance observed

with Bo in the ac and be planes, where all ions are magnetically equivalent. The orienta-

3 tions of {xyz} were not fitted but set to values determined by symmetry and by inspection

of the data in Figures 2.15 and 216. The direction cosines of the magnetic axes are shown

in Table 2.6: the y axis is constrained to c and z is constrained to precisely bisect the a and

b, as illustrated in Figure 2.18 This latter constraint is justified by the equivalence of reso-

I nant field data obtained with B0 in the me and be planes and by the location of the extrema

in Figure 2.16. Best fit spin Hamiltonian parameter values are shown in Table 2.5 together

with 61m. the root mean squared deviation between the observed and calculated resonant

field values. These best fit parameter values were used to generate the solid curves in
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IP araee Ba2MGCe207 Mg2SiO4

an= (G) 8 3

D (GHz) 114.2(0.4) 63. (1.)

3 E (GHz) 4.465(0.001) 4. 58 (0.0003)

1.99(0.01) 1.99(0.02)

i gy 1.89(0.04) 2.00 (0.01)

9z 2.003 (0.003) 2.003 (0.001)

TABLE 2.. Least-squares best fit values (standard deviations in parentheses) of the spin

3Hamilton parameters for Cr in BMaG and foristeie acrystals.

crystal Magnetic axis Crystallographic axis

I a b c

Ba2MgGe2O7 x (+-+)0.707 (++-)0.707 0.000

y (-++-)0.348 (-.)0348 (+-.-)0.870

z (+-+)0.615 (-++)0.615 (+-+-)0.492

M92SiO4 x .0.707 +0.707 0.000

Uy 0.000 0.000 .1.000

z .0.707 +0.707 0.000

I TABLE 2A6. Direction cosines of the coincident principal axes of the electron-Zeeman and

fine-structure interactions in the crystal axis systems of BMaG and forsteuite. The multiplicity

of signs reflects the presence of four crystallographically equivalent sites in BMaG and two

i pairs of inversion related sites in forstente

I
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Figure 2.15. In addition, these parameter values were used to fit the data of Figure 2.16.

obtained with Be nar the ab plane, by pamnetric variation of the tilt angle described

above. The best fit, shown as the solid curve in Figure 2.16, corresponds to a tilt angle 0. ix,

U a value that staiids in good agreement with our a pr estimate.

3 For BNaG, we opted to fit the resonant field data that belongs to a selected one of

the 4e sites. Dat observed with Be rotation in the ab, ae, and a+bc planes was fit. In the

3 latter plane, in which the EPR lines show a partially resolved splitting due to a slight mis-

alignment of the crystal rotation axis, the average of the observed pair of resonant field

values was used in the fit. Like the y axis in forstente, the x axis in BMaG is assignable as

the normal to the mirror symmetry plane. The orientation of the in-plane axes, y and z, was

established by least-squares adjustment. Best-fit spin Haminltonian parameter values are

3 shown in Table 2.5; direction cosines of (x,y,z} in the crystallographic axis system are

shown in Table 2.6. The solid lines in Figure 2.12 were calculated from the tabulated pa-

3 rameter values. The relation between the crystallographic and the magnetic axes of one of

the crystallographically equivalent Cr 4+ ions in BMaG is illustrated in Figure 2.19; all four

sites are shown in Figure 2.20.

Transition intensities were calculated for both BMaG and forsterite based on the

best fit spin Hamiltonian parameter values and were found to be consistent with the exper-

imental observations. In particular, calculations for forsterite with B1 along c predict an

EPR signal intensity that varies with the orientation of Bo in the ab plane from 10-3 to 10-5

3 times the average (and essentially constant) value found for BI along either a or b as shown

in Figure 2.21. A marked increase in intensity is also found if BI is tilted away from c,

3 consistent with our ability to obtain data near, but not in, the ab plane.

All arguments made for a chromium ion of triplet spin multiplicity should

hold as well for transitions between the analogous levels of a S=2 Cr2+ ion, making a dis-

3 tinction based on the limited data obtainable somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, we reject the
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possibility of S=2 for two reasons. First, the materials studied here were prepared under

conditions designed to favor incorporation of high oxidation states of chromium Second

paramagnetic d4 ions possess orbitally degenerate ground states in both octahedral and

tetrahedral fields - making it unlikely that signals would be observable at room tempera-

* ture.

VI. DISCUSSION

The EPR spectra of chromium-doped BMaG and forsterite single crystals demon-

strate the inclusion of chromium ions at the 4e sites of BMaG and the 4c sites of forsterite.

The orientation dependence of the EPR resonant fields and signal intensities reveals the

3 triplet spin multiplicity of the chromium center consistent with its identification as Cr4 *.

This assignment is supported by our ability to observe the spectra at room temperature.

The 4e position in BMaG encompasses both Ba2+ and Ge4 " sites. Nevertheless, it is

3 certain that the Cri ion, with an ionic radius of 0.56 A. would be incorporated subsitu-

tionally for the more nearly equivalent tetrahedral Ge4+ ion (0.53 A), rather than the much

larger Ba2+ ion (1.56 A).30 The similarity, detailed below, between the C&4 " EPR spectra in

BMaG and those in forsterite suggests a corresponding similarity in substitution sites in the

3 crystals. We therefore conclude that the Cr4+ ion substitutes at the tetrahedral Si4+ site

rather than the octahedral Mg2+ site in fousterite.I
Comparison of the Hamiltoman parameters found for the Cr4 " ion in BMaG and in

forsterite reveals a number of similarities. In both systems the value of D is rather large

(vide infra), on the order of I cm-1.Moreover, the value of EID, which gauges the departure

3 of fine structure interaction from axial symmetry, is very small in both systems: 0.04 in

BMaG and 0.07 in forstente. The principal values of g are all very close to the free electron

3 g-value. In particular, the gz values, which are most precisely determined, are essentially

the equal in both systems to the free electron value.

I
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As a final point of comparison, it is interesting to consider the orientation of the

major axis of the fine structure interaction, z, within the SiO44-/ 044 " tetrahedra In

BMaG and in forsterite the axis that is constrained by symmetry to lie nonnal to the mirror

plane is one of the minor axes; the major axis must therefore lie in the mirror plane.

3 Because of crystallographic equivalences, a dilemma exists regarding the orientation of z

within the GeO44- tetrahedra of BMaG and the SiO44- tetrahedra of forstente. For one as-

3 signment of z orientations, however, we are able to find a common motif: approximate

alignment of z along the bisector of the two equivalent (mirror-symmetry related) Si/Ge-O

bonds. It is interesting to note, that a distorted tetrahedron of C2v symmetry is required by

symmetry to possess the configuration of magnetic axes implied by this assignment On the

3 other hand, the presence of a significantly shortened bond within the tetrahedra (see Figure

2.9) raises the possibility that Ci4+ ions centered in them might more closely reflect an ap-

3 proximate C3, symmetry in their properties. From this perspective, the major axis in

forsterite would be constrained to lie close to a, and in BMaG, close to . Neither of these

I anticipated alignments is borne out experimentally. The location of the fine-structure major

axis in these crystals thus gives insight into the dominant components of the crystal-field at

the Cr4 * occupied tetrahedral sites.

3 In view of the close similarity between BMaG and CMSO, the lack of detectable

Cr4+- EPR signals in the latter is puzzling. We believe that our inability to detect chromium

3 EPR absorptions in CMSO is precipitated by the presence of a 2E splitting that is slightly

larger than any microwave frequency utilized in our study. The large splitting would make

i signal detection impossible in all but a potentially very narrow range of B. orientations.

Studies of this system are continuing.

EPR spectroscopy of tetrahedral Cr in organometallic compounds has been re-

5 ported previously. 31.32 33 The fine structure interactions found in these systems are much

smaller than in BMaG and forsterite, with D values of -1 GHz. Similar results have also

3 been found for other 3d2 ions, including as Ti2+,34-37 V3 + ,38 -4 2 W+ 3 44 and

i 53
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MnS+, 43 45 46 in tetrahedral sites within a number of single crystal hosts. This disparity in

ID-values is presumably related to the relatively large distortions of the CrO4
4- tetrahedra in

BMaG and forsterite. Yen and co-workers 9 employed their analysis of the optical spectrum

of Cr4+ in forsterite to estimate D and E values of approximately 23 and 4 GHz respec-

3tively. This estimate of D, although several times smaller than the value observed exper-

mentally. is of an agreeable order of magnitude, and is decidedly larger than observed in

Ipreviously studied 3d2 systems. The estimated E value corresponds extremely well with the

experimental result

IA preliminary version of the results given here was presented in at the 1991 OSA

conference on solid state lasers. 23 At that time, Baryshevski et at. 11 reported D and E val-

ues, together with an isotropic g-value, for a Cr center in forsterite. These values were in

3good agreement with those reported by us. Concurrently, Yen and co-workers 47 presented

EPR data from a number of different centers in forsterite and suggested assignments involv-

3ing Cr4+ in the MI and M2 octahedral sites or Cr 2+ in either the octahedral or tetrahedral

sites. They concluded that none of the signals that they characterized could be assigned as

3 the NIR laser active site.47 More recently, the Yen groupl 2 has also reported the observa-

tion of spectra identical to those obtained by both Baryshevski et at.11 and us. A broad con-

3 sensus for the presence of tetrahedrally coordinate, S=, Ci 4. ions in forsterite has thus

emerged. The results and analysis presented here represent the first detailed account of the

Iobservations and the reasoning upon which this consensus is founded.48

Although EPR results alone cannot establish the connection between the presence of

Cr4+ ions and the NIR laser center in chromium-doped forsterite, several studies have been

conducted that make this connection clear. Baryshevski et a. demonstrated that transient

changes in the intensity of the Cr4+ EPR signal could be induced by optical excitation at

spectral regions corresponding to absorption bands of the lasing center.1I Concurrently,

Yen and co-workers 13 used FLN (fluorescence line narrowing) techniques to resolve a 60

3 GHz zero field splitting within the electronic ground state. An elaboration of these experi-
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ments later provided compelling evidence for the equivalence of the Cr4 " EPR center and

the NIR laser center. In FLN-assisted optical Zeeman experiments, Rose el al. 14 found a

striking correspondence between Be-dependence of the ground state splinings observed ex-

perimentally and those predicted based on the EPR parameters reported here.14 These ex-

3 periments also show that D is positive. 14 Complementary studies, yielding similar results

have also been reported by Yen et al. 12
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ayszalographic aand c um~ ne strong agreenet EnslI~e -parat MW Eteraluso -L99 ±t O L 0z-,21Leen these opticl rmsut and previous EPR - 448nd5 2 :t =00 with the -1 ± .00 y~ -2d00
dq dzforboth allgnmentsetabihethe identilyofti 001ard3-203±0.0,ih thexyad

in=r infrared emission center as tetrahedral Cr4+ .  principal a respectively oriented along the a ± b, r,and ::L -b a= for the two set of mand a m.
equivnlen centers M7. A conafft EPR study by

=thfifl rCeioal (I) of the NTLR (zear il-wed) t- we HPR studes hiave waarmeci the presence of
c--' tfo inCr-doped forsterile 2&O4),cmddr- t Cr4 + in (Mg a the. comiodr be-
Cafe effort has been m-1i toward the dtriaon teethi era &Cr" en ter an the M a w~ e

aoftanatureftheungcnter. Initiayitwas - onte rezmais to be firmly embihd. o initial
[A ested thet the active center is CrZ4 , subtettin have &c been dewtwardftzgthis goaL Flrsg,~2,at the octahedral 'a ttic sIII Sabsequenma euitL[',,wdta pia cttoa

to the realization that the NM emisio Could be m.- a3 r t t absorptio mima
ulated via excitation at 164nM (2,31 an altenative a2- ot tlte erqtan per-3gament Was proposed by analo to the tetra-moao othe intn if the Cz4 BPR signal.
i] +centerresponsile fr parailt absorption inCr Second. Yen aw comob ' ( ejpoyed iLN

I .16 vatcd Nd.YAG (4], the lamng center in forsterite (f line s metods to raOdve a 2
PS asmsgned to Cr4 + located at the tetrahedral m- fli uoeisc in the NM mission of orsteft
cTte sites r2,31. l reieettremoivablepoand

The p.ecn of a tetrahedral Cr center in sel u re expected in zro exte al
Crlorsterite wns confirmed by EPR (lectmn Pam- magnetic field for the triplet spcies characterized by
magnetic resontnce) c [.6]. SPecilally, EPR (with D ± E - 2 i-). The zero-fiel FLN
Singel and o-workers identified the spectrum of a pectra arm of limited value, however, for correlaling
V ound state triplet spin species aFinodated at the the FPR and opsical centers the pround gate sublevel
crystallographic 4c site which exhibied an intensity Etrncture is only parially characterized, and the orien-
that varied directly with the Cr content of the c tation of the fine-structure axes is cttedy undeter-(5]. While both the octahedral Mg2 + andtetMhedrme
Si + centers lie at 4c sites in foteritc, the smilarity minedbyhe e mentL
of tht forsterite spectra to those of Cr-doped BMAG We have therefore extended the FLN mersure-
(1t2 2MSGeO 7 ), which unambiguously derive from meats by eamip-ng-the dependence of the ground

. .... 17
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18 Saa or .Laws 3A. The iaSWti o wave.

state sublevel splittinp on both the magnitude and di- cited triplet spin "t
rection of an applied magnetic field. These Zeeman lengths, 10691 A, 10913 A and 10927.5 A, yielded the

I experiments demonstrate that the ground state of the maximum zero-fied fluorescence at 10930 A which
optical center shares all of the defining properties- corresponds to the enerV Pp between the lowest ub-
the fine-structure tensor principal values and princi- level of the excited 3A& [12] and the nearly degener.
pal axis orientations-of the center characterized by ate upper two sublevels of the 3A6 ground state man-
EPR, and thus provide compelling e nce for the ifold 113]. The fluorescence was focussed into a 3/4
common identity of the two centers. During the meter monocrmato and detected with a photo-
coumse of our measurements we becameaware of simi- multiplier tube and photon counting sstem. In order
la. Zeeman studies being conducted by othe, in to suppres the lasr scatter when pI into the
which the external field was a ed aloas the bays- lowest lying =e state 10927. the Ise beam
tallogrphic axis [9,10]. We report results obtained was deflected by an AO modulator which pwvided 10

I with the field along the a and ces. jsec pulses. Fluorescence was then detected after a 1
jsec dey. Specawer recorded for maneticfeld

d Mstrengths oaging frm 0 to 5 Thea.

I The Croaiterite cryM obtained from Allied-Signal
Corp., was placed inside a liquid helium cryostat fitted
with a pe 6 y high hmogenei FtlayLNspect Xaobudned followMion
magnet and maintained at a temperature of - 2Kfor into the upper sublevel of the lowest ted qpin trip-
the epeiments. Asdisplayed in FIg. 1, the crystal was let, with the field aigned alng the asmdlgraphlcc,
oriented such that the optical excitation was polarized rnx aredhplayed inIF442. In the pesence olnhomo-

I vecly along the crst b ais (?bum crystal system geneous broadrng, the narrow band law cM
[11D. The fluorescence was detected normal to the C&4+ ions from each of the temal popult
pumpdiectionandpaallel tothemagpeticfldd. Ro- ground state sublevels to a selected one of the well
tation of the crystal about the b ais allowed the mag- sepaaed subleveIS o the excited Stte, as lustrated
netic field to be oriented along the crtal e axis (.e., in Fig 3. Iasmuch as the resonant m tation sWlec
they principal au of the zero4-idd Splitting tensor dh Cr4 + si,thnC= Statepopaokdnsam
[S oralongtbecystalaaxis. In bothsettings, all c- generated. Ttese exited state populaions undergo

I teas at the 4c sdtes are magnetically equivaleaL rapid intea ox n to the lowest deveofthe
Optical excitation of the forsterite crystal was ied state and then emit to the three ound te

achievd with an argon-io pumped Thapphire las subevels. In princol, nine ditnct FLN lines couldI (5 -100 mW, .01 - .02cm-1 bandwidth) tuned into the be detected. How , wetyplly bs.eonlytwoto
three distinct energ sublevels of the lowest lyig ez- five lines, since 1) the sublevel$ Mpottinp ar not M-

solvable at certain field values, 2) certain line ar ex-
pected to beofnegli g inteaty and 3) three ofthe

bIime6 thoe that invlve excitation from and emiion
to thesnme ground state sublevel ame necemly coin-
cident at all field value& Ti lattr set of lines is esi-
ly identified in the FLN spectra because it maintains a

Econstant offset from the laser wavelength, indepen-

4 4- dent of the magnetic field strength; this spectral fea-

a ture is highlighted by the dotted line in Fig 2. The
noidentification of this feature greatly facilitates the a

signment of the other lines appearing in the P12
Fspectra. From the observed separation of the lines in

the spectra, one can obtain the energy differeces be-
tween the ground state sublevels and calculate their
energies relative to a constant center-of-gravity at

i Figure 1. Orientation of the Cr.forsterite crystal and zero energy. In Fig. 4, these experimental enerw val-
the optical and magnetic fields for the Zeeman experi- ues derived from the FPN data are plotted as a func-
ments. 8 c is illustrated. tion of the external magnetic field (applied along the aa

I
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and c axes) and compared to the theoretical behavior ment, between the P12- and EPR data is exeeflait forI predicted from the spin Hamiltonian paraueeu tab- both onentations. These results provide compelling
ulated above, for the center characterized by BPR. evidence that the EMR and optical center have die
Note that while a dear distinction in behavior ecds same identity, thereby identifying tetrahedra Cr' asI for the magnetic field oriented along a or c, the agree- the source of the NMR emission in Crlonterite.
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I Abstact

3 Optical Zeeman spectra of the near IR luminescent center in Crforsterite were obtained with

an external magnetic field applied along the cryslallographic a and c axes. The field-

I dependent sublevel splittings of the triplet spin ground state were resolved via FLN

(fluorescence line narrowing) techniques. The excellent cmispondence between the

observed spitn and those calculated for the tetrahedral Cr center, previously identified

and characterized in foaserilte by EPR (electron paramagnetic resona), firmly establishes

the identity of the near IR center as tetrahedral Cr4+ . A simple model for the FLN

3 exciwtion/emission cycle, including the influence of the external field on the optical line

positions and intensities, is described.

I
I
I
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3 Imtroductlou

Over the past decade, considerable effort has been devoted to the chara3CCerization Of

materials potentially useful as active media2 in broadly tunable solid-state lasers. In particular,

the recent discovery of near IR (infrared) laser action, spanning the 1. 17 - 137 pam range, in

Cr-doped fouMI-eie 3 prompted a senes of investigations aimed at elucidating the exact minre
of the lasing center. Originally the active center was suggested to be Cr3+ substituting for

N%2+ at octahiedral lattice sites1. Following the discovery that the near IR emission could beI stimulated by excitation at 1.064 pm2-3 an alternative assignment was proposed: by analogy to

the tea-oxo Cr4+ Center responsible for paastic absorption in Chromium activated NdXyAG.4

3 the lasing center in foguterite was assigned to Cr4+ lodged at tetrahedral silicate sites.2 -3

Plolarized optical absorption spectra, of Cr-doped forstenite were subsequently rationalized in3 terms of the energy level digram for tetrahedral Cz4+ shown in Fig. 4.1.5.6

Conclusive evidence for the presence of tetrahedral Cz4+ centers in Cr-doped forsterite

was obtained by EPR (electron paramagnetic rebomce) spectroscopy.7-10 The cm temper-

3tue C4:forsterite EPR spectrum is amenable to analysis in terms of the conventional triplet

spin Hailnim with parameter values of D = 63. GHz, E = 4.58185 GHz, gx = 1.99.5 gy = 2.00, and gz = 2.00Y3, and with the z, y, and z principal axes. oriented respectively

along the a*b. c, and *a. b cryszallogiaphic axes for the two sets of magnetically inequivalent

3 centers.8

£ Although crtical for the identificauio and characterization of the tetrahedral Cr4+

centers in farsteuize, the EPR studies do not establish any correlation between the tetrahedralI Cr4+ ion and the near IR lasing center. A primary method for establishing this corrlation, is

provided by optical-Zeeman spectroscopy, in which the energy separatio between the sub-3 levels of the 3A2 ground state of the Cr4+ centers, illustrated in Fig. 4.2, are measured via

fluomecence emission. The behavior of the optially measured Zeemian splittings, with respect3 to the field soregth and direction, can be directly compared with calculations based on the
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Figure 4.1. Typical energy level scheme of a d2 ion in a tetrahedral

ligand field. Distortion of the coordinate sphere results in a

I reduction of symmetry form Td to C2v.
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Figure 4.2. Detailed energy level diagram of the ground and first excited states for a

d2 ion in a distorted tetrahedral ligand field, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The initially

I degenerate spin sublevels of 3A2 and 3AI[ 3T21 are split by spin orbit coupling (SOC).

Also depicted is the typical behavior for the spin sublevels in the presence of an

external magnetic field applied along the y principal axis of the fine-structure tensor.
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spin Hazihlouia paranmuters determinied by EPP, In order to resolve the Zeazu splitting in

I ~the optical speaza it is necssay to employ a narrow band excitatio son=c to uachace: FLN

(fluorescence, line narrowing) of the emisson lines.

yen aNd owodrkfims demonstmated the possibility of FLN iii the forsilerite

3 system;.11 they resolved a 2 curl splitting in the nar IR emission of Crforsterite in mo ag

DOWu field. The Yen gou la repoted P124 assisted opialZ m specta obtained with

S the magnetic field aligned along one selected orientation (the b crysallogrophic a). M )12

Conacurrently. we reported a preliminary account of a Zenn-FLN sc inrso n vestga-

tio. in which the field was aligned along the a and c crystalbiogphic ame reveaing the3 aistroucbehavior of the system and unequivocally provig Ca4' to be the lasing center. 13

Here, we elabcxate further on those results and discus both the exatgon/endsion cycle in-

3 ~ ~vlved in the observed Ze..n-FLN specita and the facto., inluenciing the Ime in mis

1j. EPyrha4-- a

The Crfmoe crystal. obtained from Allied-Signal Corp. was placed insde a liquid

3helium cryota fitd with a supe cxindutialg 6 Teula high homogeneity nugs and numa111111-

tmed at a temperature of -2 K for the experiniens. As displayed in ft~ 4.3, the crystal was

3 oriented soda that the optical excitation was polarized vertically aloing the crystal b axis (Phean

crystal system14). The fluorescncei was detected normal to the pump direction and parallel to

3 the magnetic field. Rottion of the crysial about the b axis allowed for orientation of the mag-

nmdc field B along either the cry"ta e axis (i., the y pintcipal axis of the zrw-field splitting

I ~ ~temsor7) or the crystal a axis At both seUtings, all centers at the 4c sites are uagneically

eqivl- t
In order to obtain fluorescence line-narrowed specta, optical exciaion of the

3 fousteite crystal wa achieved with an argon-on pumped Tinaapphi Pe- aser (5D-100 mW.

0.01-0.02 cmr1 bandwidth) tuned into the thre distinct spin sublevels (Tx. Ty', Tz) of the

3 lwest elaczvuic excited sae, 3Al[3 T2]J'5 Excitation at wavelengths 10891 A. 10913 A and

I 70
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i Figure 4.3. Orientation of the Cr.forsterite crystal and the optical and

magnetic fields for the Zeeman experiments.
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10927.5 A. were noted to mauize the zero-field fluorescence at 10930 A. the wavelegth

I coespo-g to the eaergy gap between the lowest sublevel, Tz. of th excited 3AIt[T2] and

3 the nearly degenate upper two sublevels. Tx mad Ty. of the 3A2 ground stil. 6 Broed band

specta were obtained via excimion with 5145 A arpo-ion light ad with 7422 A light drived

3 from the Ti:sapphire laser The fluorescence was foamued into a 3/4 mtier ch or and

d with a Amen- -mnipe tube and phoon ecunting sysem. Suppresion of scattered

3 loer ligt detection wa acerplished by generating 10 psec pulm from the cw exation

beam with an AO modulaor and measuring the fluorescence aigal after a 1 puc delay foi-

3 lowing each pule Spec iwe recorded for mgnetic fold Strengths tmging from 0 to 5 T.

3m. Reslts sod Deinhin

Line NarreWing Effeela in the Cr4+ FIkoresesm

A comparison of the fluorescence spectra obtained in zero external nagnatic field with

3 excitation at 5145, 7422, and 10891 A is shown in Fig.4.4. Exciaion at 5145 A (ig. 4.4,

upper panel) results prinmrily in a broad emission specin peaked at -90 A, cimaurimic

3 of C in octahedral coor&=VMtos 17 The oigin of the near IR eanssion, attributed to Cr4 ,

appears faintly at 10930 A. This latter feature, with its accmpanying phomon sidean be-

3 comes much stronger relative to the Cr3+ enission when the excitation is tuned to 7422 A

(Fig. 4.4, middle panel), co na to absorption from the ground electronic state. 3A2, to

I a stae derived from the 3lFI ualtiplet of the tetrahedral CQ4 + chromnopbore 6 No evidence of

FLN is observed upon narrow band excitation at either 5145 or 7422 A; the fluorescence

linewidth at 10930 A. -10 A , is very similar to tht observed in the low tenpeature absorpion

spect, 11 which exhibit three distinct lines at 10891, 10913 and 10927 A assigned to transi-

ionS between the 3A2 ground mate and the resolvable spmnaplet sublevels of the lowest

3 electronic state 3AI[ 3T2]. The absence of three corresponding lines in the fluorescence

spectra, that is, the presence of emission only at 10930 A, suggests that the lunmnesceme

3 occurs predominantly from a single 3 AI[3T2 ] spin sublevel.
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Fiue4.4. Comparison of fluorescence obtained form a Cr.Fosterite

3 crystal at 2 K, using an argon ion laser (upper trace) and Ti:sappbire

laser (lower two traces). The middle trace incudes a higher resolution

I scan of the Cr4 + origin emission line which does not exhibit fluo-

I rescence line narrowing.
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Substandial line-narrowing is evident in the fluorescnce spectnin obained with the

I exciation at 10981 A (3A-Ty' [3AI['T21). as illustrated in the botm panel of Fig 4.4.

The spectrum exhibits a pair of dominant lines at 10927.5 and 10930 A with linewidths of

-0.6 A. The 2.5 A separation of the lines is consseut with observatioms of Yen and cowork-

Sers. I I Similar spectr are observed following excitation (at 10913 and 10927.5 A) into the

other two sin-tiplet sublevels, Tz' and Tz. of the 3 A1[3T2] stae These reMsts nMdic that

5 internal conversion within the 3Ad[3T2] state occurs on a Ue scale much shorter than the

fluorescence lifedne, so da the enmssion derives from the lowest spin sublevel, Tz'. It is

5 interesting to note tt this observabon, in conjunction with the measurerents reporwd by

Baryshevsi eL a,9 . suggests that the spin-ice relaxation in the lowest excited triplet state

3 (3Alr3T2]) i be at lea thre ordeus of magitude more apid than in the ground triplet

stte, (3A2).

This view of the L.N excitaton/emniss ion cycle is reinforced by the presence of a

weak feaue at 10907 A in the fluorescence spectra obtained with excitation at 10891 A

(Fig. 4.4, bottom panel). As a result of iWhornogeneous broadening. the absorption lines from

3 the gound state to each of the three spin sublevels of 3AI[ 3T2] Partially oveadap. Excitation at

10891 A thus not only predominantly pumps the upper sublevel, Ty°. but also pumps, to a

3 limited extent, the high energy wing of the middle sublevel. Tx" (negligible pumping is ex-

pected for the high energy wing of the lower sublevel, Tz', which is far off resonance). In

Seffect, two distinct types of Crz' sites, line-center and wing, are excited Upon internal conver-

sion to the lowest excited spin sublevel. Tz'. the Stokes shift experienced by the wing sites dif-

i fers from that experienced by the line-center sites by an amount equivalent to the energy

difference between the two excited spin sublevels Ty" and Tx-. Thus, the wing site emission is

I blue-shifted from line-center ermssion by the energy difference between the upper and middle

excited spin sublevels. The energy difference between the fluorescence feature at 10907 A and

those at 10929 A, is equal to the energy difference of the absorption lines (and hence the two

5 excited spin sublevels) that occur at 10891 and 10913 A. The interpretation of the fluores-
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cence as thus unmiguous: the observed emnission derives only from the lowest excited state,

Tz' 3A1(3T2]. In this rear tJ is in tielng to not do3 Yen and CoWarkaSrO. 12 opted to ex-

anm resonant FLN effects This method leads to either very weak spectral intensities, when

relaxation depopulated sublevels ane movntored, or is complicated by scatter from the pump

3 beam, when the eautting sublevel is monitored

Taesa Spc~ mW

The splitting observed between the dominant peaks in the low spectrumi of RS. 4.4

3 is consistent with the assigunmnt of the eming center as tetrahedral Cr4*: on the basis of

EpR nmurements for the 3A2 ground stal of tetrahedral Ct4+ in fouuteige, the zero-fiel

3 splitting is expected to be -2 cm4l, as illustrated in R g. 4.2.7 In order to prove this assign-

mnt this correspondence must etn to all of the characteristic properties establishied by

EPR, namely the tvo independent principal values of the tine-structure intefaction tensor and

the orientation of its principal axes.

Exemplary optical Zeeman spectma with resolution enhanced by R.N, ame shown in

3 Fig. 45. Spectra obtained following excitation into the Ty' spin sublevel of the 3AI [3T2] ex-

cited state (10891 A), with the field aligned along the crystailgraphic a and e. axes wre

3 displayed in Fig. 4.s, and 4.5b. respectively. For both field alignments, all four

crystailographically equivalent Cr4+ ions observed by axR e magnetically equivalent as

U ~ ~well.8 The e axis corresponds to a minor principal axis (y) of the zero-fiel splitng tensor,

while the a axis is not a magustc principal axis.7.8

Dernnnaton of the ground state sublevel structure would be trivial. if three

3 fluorescence lines, each corresponding to the emission terminating at one of the sublevels.

were observed in the specua. In the preence, of inhioeeu broadening, however, the

5 narrow band laser excites Cr+ ions from each of the thermally populated ground state

sublevels to one of the excited state sublevels. 17 Inasmuch as the resonant excitation selects

3 distinct C, 4 + sits, three excite state populations am generatedL These populations undergo
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Figure 4.5. FWN spectra recorded at the indicated magnetic field strengths (in Tesla)

applied along the crystallographic a and c axes. The laser wavelength was 10891 A.

The data for the a-axis was taken with lower resolution (0.5 A steps) than the c-axis

data (0.2 A steps) and thus does not appear as smooth.
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rapid internal conversion to the lowest spin sublevel of the excited state, Tz', and then emit to

I all three ground state spin sublevels As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, this scheme leads to a total of

nine possible lines; the positions of these lines may be expressed as:

VitM - V O -( k - ,,)  (4-1)

I in which Vp refers to the pump laser frequency, vo is the emission offset resulting from inter-

3 nal conversion, and the subscripts i and fdesignate the initial and final spin sublevels in the
3A2 ground electronic state involved in the FLN cycle. In our experiments, vp was held con-

3 stant for all values of the magnetic field We assume in addition, that vo is effectively

independent of the field strength. 18 Accmdingly, the field dependence of the FLN line

positions is exclusively described by the parenthetical term in Eq. 4-1, and thus directly

reveals the field dependence of the ground state spin sublevel splittings. Assignment of the

3 emission lines to specific initial and final states is facilitated by the existence of three lines for

which r-f These lines are necessarily coincident and maintain a constant position in the

3 spectrum at all field values; this easily identified spectral feature is highlighted by the dashed

line in Fig. 4.5.I
The coincidence of the three lines reduces the maximum number of distinct FLN lines

3 from nine to seven. Because of the limits in spectral resolution and the weakness of certain

transitions (discussed further in the following section) fewer lines were typically observed in

3 the spectra Despite the missing spectral features, a sufficient number of lines were present to

permit the characterization of the field dependence of the sublevel splittings, and to determine

their energies relative to a constant center-of-gravity at zero energy. In Fig. 4.7, the values de-

rived from the FLN spectra are plotted as _ tunction of the external magnetic field (applied

3 along the a and c axes) and compared with sublevel energies determined by diagoliztion of

the triplet spin Hamiltonian with the parameter values determined by EPR 8, 19 Note that while

Ia clear distinction in behavior exists for the magnetic field oriented along a or e, the agreement

between the FLN and EPR data is excellent for both orientations. These results provide con-
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Figure 4.6. Illusuation of nine possible fluorescence transitions in

I an inhornogeneously broadened Cri system.
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pelling evidence that the IPR and optical center have the same identity, thereby identifying

I tetrahedral Cr 4 as the source of the near IR emission in Cr.forsterte.

3 FLN Inteulties

The analysis of the line positions discussed above suffices to establish the corespon-

dence between the near IR optical center in Cr-doped forstenite and the tetrahedral Cr4+ center

identified by EPR Nonetheless, it is of interest to analyze the line intensities in the FLN

spectra in order to understud the factors responsible for the large variation in peak ampli-

3 tudes and, in particular, explain the absence of several possible lines from the observed FLN

spectrum

I In Fig. 4.8, we reproduce the FIN spectra obtained with B II c, and with excitation

tuned to 10891A. Assembled above the experimental data are two sets of stick spectra com-

puted by associating with each field dependent line position (from Eq. 4-1) an intMsity

3 calculated in the following manner. In the lower spectra, all of the nine possible FLN

transitions are given equal intensity, the central feature is composed of the three overlapping

lines for which a=f The discrepancy between these spectra and the experuma spectra is

obvious. In the upper stick spectra, the line intensities are weighted with a Boltmanm factor,

3 exp(-EI/kT), in which Al is the energy difference between the ground state sublevel from

which the absorption oginates and the lowest sublevel. This term greatly diminishes the

intensity of all lines that do not originate in the lowest sublevel of the ground state

(particularly at high field), thereby enhancing the correspondence with the experimental

spectra. It is clear, however. that this factor does not fully reconcile the experintal and

calculated spectra; evidently, the branching of the optical transition probabilities plays a critical

U role in determining the intensity distribution among the FLN lines.

Our model of the FLN cycle involves excitation from each of the ground state 3AI

sublevels, i, to a selected one of the 3AI[ 3T2] sublevelsj, followed by emission from its lowest

3
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of the experimental spectra obtained with Be ll c with stick

spectra derived from the FLN model with (upper trace) and without (middle trace)

Boltzmann factors. The dipole matrix elements have been set to unity in both

calculations.
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cxciatd q sublevel Tz'. to the gmund soft sublevel f Within this fiauwoik the iisity.

ilq. o( the FLN lime at energy vi1, can be exmsed as:

SThe first facor m Eq. 4-2 rersen the Botmunn population disribution aing the round

ote sublevels; the secoud and ti fa d the elecuic dipole trammition proabilitos

Sassociated with absorption and fluom ence, respectively. In wriiang Eq. 4-2, we have ipmed

any influence of the howneaeous and iucnoeeous linewidtin on the Absorption probs-

biaes as well s any sau mom dfefects. Following the sc smbility argumt of" Van

Vieck.D we as that the field induced mnuxag of th orbital onq eob of the MMte is

negligible, and thmdme, mestid our attenion to the mng of the (dFfecive) tiplet spin sub-

levels within the 3A 1(r2] and 3A2 nmifolds. Use c this a allows one to

I remove the dipole mmnt marix ennt tarm, ccmum to all truaitom, ad expeas Aif in

tena of spn overlap fmcion, so that

I r V I if KfIT:) (4-3)

i Under our expmtal conditions only the plet spin substaltes o the ground

electronic apprecaby mixed bythex enial field. Fr comvmncewe wrie the

Sfield-depedent, pond state spin subatus {IT.I>, IrT-, I+l>} as linear cmbiaon of

the zero.-rld triplet spin estates {rrx>, IT,>, rrz>}. For the case Be II c, c being a

rnpaxis (y) of the fie f uurm e inteaction tenor. we may write:

IT-l> = cos& Irx> + sin* rr p, (4-4a)

ro> = rr,> (4-4b)

IT+1> =sint ITx> -as* rr,, (4-4c)

I in which ta* = 1/2R(D-E)(D-E)44(gyI pal IBoI)2}2] g pI B31 and the sublevel en-

igies m [= 1/2 ( +E) {(D-E) 2 + 4(gsBIlo)2I1 and Eo = D3 +F-

i85



Introduction of such explicit forms for the field induced state mixing int Eq. 4-3 enables the

I JI~Al to be expressed entirely in terms of the applied magnetic field and the zero-field si

overlap, functions. These overlap, functions are taken as adjustable paramueters wich we eval-

uate through simulation and numerical analysis of the FLN spectra.

3 In Fig. 4.9 we present simulated FLN spectra directly conqarable to the experimental

spectra shown in Fig. 4.5b. These simulations wre computed with the spin overlap terms lied

I in the matrix written below. In addition, the lines in the simulation are given a O.6A wide

Gaussian lineshape. typical of the observed spectral profiles. The simiarity of the experimen-

I ~tal and simulated spectra, in comparson to the stuck spectra in Fig 4.8& lends support to the

simple model that has been introduced&

r. T. T;
TZ 4 -0 -oI TZ 1 -0 L.8

Tyw 1 I

In the overlap matrix we write "w" for 4 TZrrz'>to indicate a weak but nonetheless

detectable transition; the value -0 refers to situatons in which there is no detectable transiton.

Because the total absorption resulting from exciting each of the thre upper state wblevels was

not explicitly measured, the relative magnitude of the matrix elements across the columns of

the table are arbitrary; only the relative values within each column are meaingful. It is inter-

I esting to compare this matrix of zero-field triplet spin overlap integrals with the analogous

matrix of effective transition mstrenPgths. obtained by Yen and co-workers11I via analysis of the

temperature dependence of absorption intensities. The two studies yield broadly simila results

(Yen and coworkers report transition puobabilities wich should be compared with the squares

of the overlap integrals that we have tabulatd.) Some of the fuiings, however, are not en-

tirely compatibe For example. we observe a weak. but detectable, absorption between Tz of

3A2 and Tz' of 3A 1[yT2J, while Yen and co-workers report the strength of this transition to be3zero..11 Additionally, we find no evidence of a connectivity between Tx of 3A2 and Tx' of

3AI[3T2].
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I Flpre 4.9. Simulated FLN spectra at 2 K for 3,1 lic derived t'oin the FLN model,

induced spin overlap functions (see matrix in text) and an overall spectral response of 0.6

I ~A. A spectral step size of 0.2 A, consistent with the expeimnal data, is employed.
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Finaly, notwithstanding the good agreement between data and the simulations illus-

trased in Fig. 4.9, we hasten to stipulate some limitations of our trement. as we found that our

analysis did nor provide a set of parameter values that enabled equally satisfactory simulations

over the entire range of the applied magnetic fields for all excitations. Factors that could de-

grade the quality of the agreement between the observed and umulated spectra include:

1) slight mixing of the excited state triplet sublevels; 2) detuning, which occurs when the ab-

sorption muxima are shifted from the pump wavelength by application of the magnetic field;

and 3) reabsorptin, which can reduce the intensity of lines terminating on the lowest ground

state sublevel. This la effect has been seen to distort the Zeeman spectra of ruby. 22

IV. COelul1m

We have observed FLN at low temperature for the near IR emismon from Cr-doped

forstenre upon excitation nto the lowest excited state derived Fron 3T2. ExcitatIOn to higher

energy leveis. such as 3 T1, does not yield line-narrowed fluoresence, presmnably because et-

ther the site energies are uncorrelad between 3T1 and 3 T2 manifolds or energy transfer

among the different sites in the inhomogeneous line occurs during the relaxation process. The

FLN spectra result fron emissi from the lowest spin sublevel of 3AI[ 3T21, which can be

populated either by direct excitation or by internal conversion following excitation to either of

the two higher lying spin sublevels. The position of the lines in the FLN spectra were mea-

sured as a function of an applied magnetic field for two distinct directions in the crystal.

Subsequent analysis of the line positions allowed for the determination of the ground state

sublevel energies as a function of the field. This field dependence was compared to the behav-

ior predicted for the tetrahedral Cr4+ paramagetic center identified by EPR. The

corespon&nce between the optical and EPR spectroscopic results unequivocally identifies

the near IR lasing center as Cr4 +. A simple model of the FLN excitation/emission cycle

incorporating mixing of the spin-state sublevels by the external field can be employed to

describe the intensity distribution among the lines in the FLN spectra as a function of the field

strength and direction.
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Chapter 6

Electro Praiane Resonance Spectrvcoy of

Chromium-doped Gehhitm.
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Several chromium-doped gehlenite single crystals were examined by EPR. We were

unable to identify any signals arising from tetrahedral Cr"4.

Single crystals of the chromium-doped gehlenites Ca2Al2SiO7 and Ca2Ga2SiO7

were obtained from Dr. Bruce H. T. Chali of the University of Central Florida Center for

Research in Electro-Optics and Lasers. Samples were doped with 0.5 to 1.0 weight percent

chromium in the melt. Color ranged from light to deep blue with increasing chromium

concentration.

Geblenites are members of the melifite solid solution family and are thus

isostmctural with the melilite Ikermanite. As is the case with BMaG, there are two possible

tetrahedral cation substitution positions 2a and 4e. In gehlenite the 2a sites are occupied by

Al2+(Ga2+ ) ions and the 4e site occupancy is spit between Si4+ and AI4+(Ga4+).' Rotation

patterns for ions in the two sites are expected to be equivalent to those for BMaG.

Samples of both Ca2AI2SiO7 and Ca2Ga2SiO7 were examined with magnetic field

rotation in the ae and ab planes; the experimental setup was same as that used for the study

of BMaG. Typical EPR spectra for Ca2AI2SiO7 are shown in Figure1 and for Ca2Ga2SiO7

in Figure 2. In both crystals only a single strong tansition was observed. In Ca2AI2SiO7 the

signal remained stationary at a resonance field of 3453 G for magnetic field rotation in all

planes; the fine width of this signal varied from 150 to 250 G with field rotation. In

Ca2Ga2SiO7 the signal remained nearly stationary at a resonance field of approximately

1400G for magnetic field rotation in all planes; the line width of this signal varied

dramatically with field rotation, nging from 20 G to 200 G. Several smaller signals were

also observed in each crystal.

1P. Korczak, H. Schichl, and F. Raaz. Ftschr. ineral., 50 (1973) p. 211.
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FIG. l.'T)*aI EPR rotaional specta of chromium-doped Ca2AI2SiO7 with Be in the ab

aytl~ Pl-
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FIG. L. Typical EPR rotaional spectra of chromium-doped Ca2Ga2SiO7 with B. in the ac

crystallographic plane.
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3 EhEctru Paamamedc Remmsace Spwetocopy o M m e-doped

Ba3(VO4)2 : Idmd aklO 'o TeWRhdral MRS and MO " centers.I

3 Michael R Whitmore#. Horacio R. Verdtint, and David J. Singel#*

S#D rww of Chetisry, Harvard Umnirsiy, 12 Oxford Street, Camrbdge.Ma eUs 02138

3 tFberlek, Inc., 510-A Heradon Parkway, Heridon, Virgima 22070

ISRCT
EPR (electron phranagnetic resonance) spectra of single crystals of a new solid-state laser

material, manganese-doped Ba3(VO4)2, are reported. The spectra reveal incorporation of

3 the putative active ion, Mn5 , in place of the teuahedally coordinate V5+ ion at sites of

C3v symmetry. The spin Hamiltonian parameters that characterize the Mn 5 " center are

I D=5.81 GHz, g,1=1.9608, gj=1.9722, A,1=70xlO4 cm-l, Aj.=60xl0 -4 cm-1 .The substitu-

tion of Mn4 + for V5, at approximately one-fifth the abundance of Mn5' , is also indicated.

The Mn4 + spin Hamiltonian parameters are D=28 GHz, gn= 1.9 7 7, gjl=1.985, A80x 10-4

cm." A±.=19xlO -4 cm-.
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1. DNRMODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest in the characterization new solid-stateI laser materials in which the active optical centers consist of 3d2 iwns incorporated at tetra-

hed"a host lattices sites. Primary interest in such materials was sparked by the discovery of

near IR (infrared) laser emission in chromium-doped forsterite (Cr Mg92SiO 4). 1-3 The OPti-

3cal center in this material was asigned - by a combination of ophical, 4-l I EPR (electron

paramnagnetic refongnce),I. 2 'l4 and optical-Zeenmn specroncpest 0 1 .1 16 - as Cr4+

substituting for Si'* in the silicate tetrahedra. Near IR laser action has also been observed

from, tetrahedral Cr4 1 in YAG 17 and Y2SiO5.18 Thewe studies have prompted interest in the

3 broader examination of materials which incorporat other 3d2 ions, such as Mn5+, in tetra-

hedral coordination environments.

Pentavalent, manganese in tetra-oxo, coordination has been studied by optical and

3 EPR spectroscopy in a number of Mungunese-doped ausenates, pbospL i. and vana-

daoes. 19-27 Capobianco et al.28 have recently reported near IR emission from manganese-

doped Sr5(P04)3C1 (apatite structur) and Ca2PO4CI (spodiosite structure); Herren et al.29

have reported similar results for manganese-doped Ba5(PO4)3Cl and Ca2VO4Cl; both

groups have assigned the near IR emission to the 1E to 3A2 transition Of MER- ions located

at tetrahedral sites. Very recently, Merle et at. have reported a similar optical spectrum

I and more significantly, laser action from manganese-doped Ba3(VO4); they have sug-

gested that the lasing center is M,5+, substituting for V5+ at tetrahedral vanadate sites.30

In this paper we present EPR spectral studies of mnne-dpdBa3(VQ4)2 that

3 demonstrate the pieec of Mfn5+ ions substitutionally incorporated at tetrahedral lattice

sie.In addition, thewe studies show that d3 Mn4+ ions are also incorporated at tetrahedral

sites in this material.
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IL CRYSTAL STRUCIMR OF 93(VO402

The Ba3(VQ4)2 crystal baad trigona SYMnOVY and apae grOupI p3J2/in. 31 The structure is composed of discrete V043 teshedra tanked by six- and uen-

fold coordinate Ba2+ ions. Three Ba3(VOQsj 2 formula units constitfte the heagonal unit

call. Crystallographic data, for Ba3(VO) is given. in Table 7.1, and the crysta lattie is

shown in Hs. 7.1, 7.2, nd 73.

The V5+ ions awe situated at the hexagonal 6c position; the Ba2+ ions lie at two dis-

tuact positions 3a (six-coordinate) and 6c (tefrcordiwot). 3 1 CaioMc substitution of

manganese can thus occur only at the 3a or 6c positions. The former have site synmetry Jm.

3 and the latter have site symmetry 3m, with the three-fold axes parallel to the

crystallograp*ic c axis. The three-fold, synmmetry of an icn situaed at either of then po-

sitions ordains axial magnetic interaction maices, with the unique axis (conventionally, x)

coincident with c Accordingly, all crsalorphcly equivalent sites, from both. the 3a

I and 6c positions, awen be mangntically equivalent for any orientation of the external i-

ntic field within the crystal. The EPR sgal resoance-fields of ions located at these afte

Iare 'ivariant to rotation of the external field about c; field rotation perpendicular to c

provides a oomplete specification of the relevant maneatic interactions. EM

can thus clearly reveal the surbstitutional usture of gunt cation incorporation in Da3(VO).

3 Unfoctunatey, insach as all of the cation sites exhibit identical pstterns of rnagmtc

equivalences. EM r 1 - coao directly specify thec occupied sie, nor reveal the

coordination number For the presnumptive guests, - masngnese ions in highe oxidation

eS - coIdein M, ionic charg Al as comparison. of the ionic radii of3 B&2+(1.56 A 32) and V54. (0.50 A 32) make the tesruhedral V5+ site the only plausible cation

substitution. site. This site is illustraWe in Rg. 7.4
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Ion site sym coondinaes q

x z

Bal 3a Tm 0 0 0 +2

Ba2 6c 3m 0 0 0.20525 +2

i V 6c 3m 0 0 0.40758 +4

01 6c 3m 0 0 0.3278 -2

0 02 lob m 0.1610 -0.1610 0.5654 -2

TABLE 7.1. Cutamllopapc dat for Ba3(VO4)2. O tmtodmbic IC2IL &=5.762

A. c=21.29 A. Coodinas m given for henxgouul Osy te3
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FIG 7.1. Ba3 (VO~ crystal lawce showing vanadate tetrahedra. View is parallel to the a-axis

I with the c-axis vertical.
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FIG 7.2.B&3(VO)2crysa1 laflice shiowing vanadate tetiuhedra View isxl4 to the a-axis with

the c-axis vertica.
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FIG 7.3. Ba3(VO4)2 crystal lattice showing hexagonal unit cell and

vanadate tetrahedra. View is parallel to the trigonal axis, c.
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FIG 74. Vanada teaahedm in Ba3(VO4)2. The view is perpendicular to the trigonal axis.
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IU. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Cryata

Single crystals of manganese-doped Ba 3(VOQ4 we grown by the lamr heat

pedtal growth metod under an oxidizing atmosphere designed to promote manganese in-

clusion as Mn . The crystals were examined optically and shown to manifest absorptions

associatd with the putative Mh3 + ce. 30 Samples were aqumnagi m color and con-

tained 0.25 weight percmt manganese in the melt The crystals were roughly cylindrical

fibers of approximately 1 mm in diameter with c lying perpendicular to the cylinder axis.

Sample volumes were approximately 0.004 cm3.

B. EPR

EPR experinments were performed with a Varian E-109 X-band spectrometer using

100kHz modulation and a Varian E-231 TElo2 rectangular cavity. The field was varied

over a range of 0.05 to 9.5 kG and measured with a Walker Scientific MG-3D gaussmeter

that was calibented with a Micro-Now Instruments Model 515B-1 proton gaussmeter.

Observations were obtained at a frequency of 9.09 GHz. All experiments were carried out

with samples at ambient temperature.

The sample crystals were mounted by use of Apiezon N grease on rexolite sample

rods. The normal to the desired crystal rotation plane was aligned by eye along the rod rota-

tion axis. the alignment error in mounting was not more than approximately 30 min. The

rods were then mounted in a Varian goniometer and rotated in the cavity about an axis

parallel to the microwave field, Bi. and perpendicular to the magnetic field, Bf. The uncer-

tainty in the angular orientation of the sample due to the rotator gear was approximately

2 nu.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS

Measurements were made on Ba3(VO4)2 with magnetic field rotation in the aa and

at crystallographic planes. As indicated in Sec. II, crystallographic symmetry requires that

the principal axes -.f the fine structure and electron Zeeman interaction he within these

planes for any cation incorporated substitutionally in the Ba 3(VO)2 crystal. The EPR

spectrum observed with Be along c is illustrated in Fig. 7.5. Four strong. multiplet signals

are evident. Then, can be identified as arising from manganese ions because of the charac-

teristic sextet hyperfine structure. 33 In addition a number of weak signals, which were not

further analyzed, appear in the spectrum.

The variation in field-for-resonance of the strong manganese EPR signals as a func-

tion of orientation of BO within the ac crystallographic plane is illustrated in Fig. 7.6; the

plotted points designate the center field value of each hyperfine multipleL. For magnetic

field rotation in the aa plane, the fields-for-resonance remain stationary at values equivalent

to those observed for BO along a in the ac plane. The rotational patterns obtained for the

two planes clearly exhibit the properties anticipated for cation substitution.

A readily recognizable relation between three of the four strong signals - those

marked with circles in Fig. 7.6 - is apparent upon closer examination of the figure. The

two higher field signals are roughly symmetrically disposed about a mean field value that is

approximately twice that of the nearly stationary, lower field signal. This relation is charac-

teristic of an S=I system with a fine structure iuteraction smaller than its Zeeman

interaction. The EPR signals of the S=I system also jointly display large intensity variations

with magnetic field orientation (in the at plane) and nearly constant hypertime splittings. In

contradisinction, the fourth strong signal - marked with squares in Fig. 7.6 - shows litle

intensity variation with orientation of the magnetic field, but a large anisotropy in its hyper-

fine splitings (87 G with Be along c and 20 G with Be perpendicular to ). The maximum

intensity of this signal is approximately one-fifth of the other three. Evidently, this signal
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FIG 7.5. ~xempIary EPR spectra of manganese-doped: Ba3(V04)2 with 3 near c in the acI ciystaliogiaphic plane. The EPR multaplet lines assigned to Mn~ and Mn"' ions ate indicated.
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anuss from a second type of paramagnetic manganese ton; its assignment is discussed

below.

3 V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

5 ~A. ~1CmSra

We employed crystal growth conditions designed to introduce umoanese in its

I higher oxidation states, of which only Mn5+ admits a triplet spin stale. The EPR rotation

patterns diearly demonstrate that the manganese ions substitute for cations in the

Ba3(VO) structure; as noted above, both ionic charg and ane (1&5+. ionic radius

3 0.47 A32) considerations clearly imply that the ions are incorponfted in place of the V5

ions. in tetrahedrail coordination. Accordingly, the S=l manganese center in Ba3(VO4h2 is

5 assinableas a tetrahedrally coordinated Mn3 + ion with energy levels as illusmtedW in

Fig. 7.7.

I The pestavalent manganese ion has a ground electroic configuration of (ArJ3d2

with the lowest, energy Russell-Saudeuu term of 3F. In a weak tetrahedral crystal field the

3F term is split with the 3A2 state lying lowest. The existence of an isolated. orbitally non-3 dgeertegrounid state suppot the observability of the Mn5+ EPR signls at mrn

temaperature.34

I For the purpose of summarizing the EFR results, we may consider the conventional

spin Harniltonian.3 4

U li=-lpl~oegeS+D(Sz2 -SsS/3)+SeAol+IPI+gnlpgagflI (7-1)

3 in which IpB1 -3 the magnitude of the Bohr magnets and Ipjjl the nclear Dugneton; De is

the external magnetic field; S is the election spun operator with S-i. and I is the nuclear3 spinoperaor for 55hn with I=5t2; 3 S, A, and P are axially symmetric nufkices that ren-

sent the electron Zeeman interacton, the 55Mn hyperfine interaction, and the nuclear
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quadrupole interaction, respectively. D is the fine striicture iteraction purarafter and gn is

the 55Mn nuclear g factor. The symmetry am is a tas x . Pricipal values of the magnetic

interaction matrices belonging to z awe designated by the subscuipt 11, while those belongin

to the principal axes outhogonal to a are desigmated with the subscript L. The spin

Hamiltonian of Eq. (7-1) is suitable for detailed analysis of the EPR hyperfine multiplets. in

particular, the small asymeries in the line poitions intensties that occur within the mul -

I tiplets. We opt to ignore such subtleties, however, and employ a simplified method of

analysis that nonetheles enables us to characterize the manganese centers sufficiently for

j comparison with related systm

j D and g vain.s were obtained by fitting the adjustable parameters of the firmt two

terms of Eq. (7-1) to the center field values of the hypertine multiplets To perform this al-

5 culatio we employed a Levenberg-Moarquardt 35 non-hunea fitting routine. together with an

eigenfield algorithm similar to the one described by Belfourd et a06 The resonant field data

3utilized in the fitting procedure was limited to the values obtained for Bein the se -ln.

Best fit values were calculated for D. Sp, and gL. In addition, a fourth parameter. +. was fit

5to account for any tiltofBe out of the ae plane as aresult of amisalignmnent of the crystal;

a value of 34m was found for the paramneter . Best-fit spin Hamiltonian paranw vaues

5 are shown in Table 7.2 together with 6 nmu. the root mean squared deviation between the ob-

served and calculated resonant field values. These best-fit spin Hamiltonian. paramiete

I values were used to generate the solid curves in Fig. 7.6. Relative transition intensities were

also calculated based on these, values. and were found to be entirely consistent with the ex-

peietlobservations.

5 In evaluating the principal vain.s of the hyperfinie interaction nuix A, we neglec

the mixing of the Zeenu states by both the hyperfine and tine structure interactions and

I utilize the simple perturbation formula:34

I g2 ~~A2 = gjPAe~cs 2*+ &±2Aj sin2 ,(72
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juwbiChogZ&i1 oi~+ kU3'a*, (7-3)

I 0 is the angle between z (= e) and ft and A is the menan value of the hypeufm sphiing

observed within each mubkipe Bdi fit values of A1 and A.1 2 were calculamed by lineor

leaw aqupa fin progin baed cm Eqs. (7-2) and (7-3). from the dat obmd with, 3*

in the s plne The remiting best fit values ane shown in Table 7.3 and wire used to gem-

erat th soli curve inhwa in Fit 7.8.

I The EP def ascribed to the MWP+ am are well .. dzalze by the Sol pa

Hamnilnoian. The pesume-i values obtained for the electo Zoen. fine irumuu and

56bhyperfime imserachjom ar comparble to theme a( similar tetrahedi Macister a m n

spades a&W spdiouite.20 In anl of these system., the inpneumoe cmamer have the follwin

chauctriacEmAl fine umctuue inaactions with Dm-15 (3Hz; punepal g-valmi that

1 ar,~w all &pxoiuy equal to " the ffee-decrm g-vale; amid nay isottopc 5%%
hperfie interactions with isbopic coupling cots of -5-70 x 104 cur1 .2 .21 The g-

I an~d D-vahue appear to be typca for d2 im - includin Ti2 ',3 '7 0 V3, 44 0 44.9* 6 .0

md F*S' 19.49 ai slilu distoied tetahdral enviramnmm In the tetahedral sites of

I ~fosrmooe (MU O4) ad BM@O (Da2 MgO.207), however, Q4& exhibit a much larger

fine mnuCe inaction With repecive D-.v&lueu of -2 and -4 CMr 1.10 12 414 For both of

thes systm., the optical spectra inidicate that the lowes excitd st derives from &o3T

N=rm 4 '" rather than from IE as in the studied tetrahedral Mos' nusys m.3  This order-

I in~g reflect the impact that ulighdy weaerm and mor distred ligud fields have am the

poitionm d t spltig of 3T2; these popeties lkwise largely determine the size of dhe
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PmaeW Mn Mn

6miu(G) 7.8 1.8

D (GHz) *5.81 (0.01) 28 (8)

aii 1.9608(0.0003) 1.977(0.001)

8± 1.9722 (0.0004) 1.985(0.002)

#(adias) 0.105(0.003) 0.105

TABLE 7.2 Spin fmmiltoman puamelen for 5=312 Mn + and S=1 Mn-+ substituting for

V-5 in Ba(VOQ4 single cystals. The tabulated values (standard deviations in parentheses)

am deternm d by least-squam adjustment as dchibed in the textI

IPoraniter MNO+ Mn5+

Am( Oem-) ±70 (10) *8 (4)

I A 1 0l4ir') ±60(10) *19 (3)

I TABLE 73. 5Mn hypednme interaion principal values foblS= Mw and S=3/2 Mu4+

substituting for V--* in Ba3(V02 single crystals. The tabulated values (standard deviations

in parenthem) are decernnned by lemt-squares adjustme as descrbod in &he text.

I
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FIG 7.8. Mean hyperfine spliting vs. orientation of Bo in the m crystallographic plane for

Mn- in Ba3(VO4. The points are the experimental data, and the solid curves derive from the

best fit hyperfine parameters, as described in the text.
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L Additiomal Center

The remaining strong manganese EPR signal entails a single multiplet that exhibits

a rotational pattern compatible with assgnment as either an authentic S=112 ion, or an ef-

fective doublet system - for example, an S=3/2 system with a fme structure interaction

sufficiently large that only the transitions between the ±1/2 Zeeman levels are observable

under our experimental conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 7.9. Given the oxidizing conditions

for growth of the crystals, the only reasonable choices for the paramagnetic center are Mn4 +

(S=1/2 or S=3/2) or Mn6+ (S=1/2).

The tetravalent manganese ion has a ground electronic configuration of [Ar]3d3

with the lowest energy Russell-Saunders term of 4F. In a weak tetrahedral crystal field the

4F term is split with the 4T, state lying lowest. Trigonal distortion of the ligand tetrahedron

leads to either a4A2 or a 4E ground state. In strong tetrahedral crystal fields the ground

state is 2E with trigonal distortions producing no further splitting. Hexavalent manganese

has a ground electronic configuration of [Ar]3d I with a free ion term of 2D. In a tetrahedral

crystal field, the 2D term is split with the 2E state lying lowest; trigonal distortions produce

no fuuther splitting. Of the three possibilities - high-spin Mn4, low-spn MnI 4 . or

MNn6 - only the first admits an orbitally non-degenerate ground state in C3v symmetry,

and would thus be most conducive to the detection of EPR at room temperatmre.

To muster additional support for this assignment, we explore the comparative suit-

ability of spin Hamiltomans appropriate for either an 5-1/2 and --32 system to account for

the experimental data of Fig. 7.6. specifically, the magnetic field strength at the center of

the hyperfine multiplets. Relevant parameter values were calculated by a procedure analo-

gous to that outlined above for the S=1 ion. For the S=1/2 ureatnent only the first term of

Eq. (7-1) was considered; the adjustable parameters in the fit were limited to gq and g±. For

the 5--3/2 case, the first two terms of Eq. (7-1) were considered and both D and the g-values

were adjusted.
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FIG 73. Energy levels of the quartet spin, ground electronic Mte of Mn4+ in the presence of

an external field aliged perpendicula (top panel) and parallel (bottom panel) to the z nag-

netic principal axis. The diagram ilustrates the restrictions on possible EPR transitions of an

S=-3/2 system that apply when the fine-structure interaction is large compared to the EPR

frequency. The splitting (2D) between the zero-field doublets is 56 GHz; the arrows show the

transitions possible at 9.09 GHz.
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For all calculations, resonant field data employed in the fitting procedure was lim-

I ited to the values obtained for 13 in the ac plane. The parameter. #, was fixed to the value

of 34mx obtained for the S=1 ion above. Best-fit spin Hamiltonian parameter values for

both cases are shown in Table 7.4 together with 6ms, the root mean squared deviation be-

tween the observed and calculated resonant field values.

Two features of the best-fit values shown in Table 7.4 indicate that the assignment

of the manganese center as an S=3/2 ion is correct. First, the addition of D as an adjustable

parameter results in a significant (by chi-square testing 35) decrease in the value of 6m.

I Second, according to the S=1/2 treatment we find g.--4. While such a value, which greatly

deviates from ge, is not beyond the realm of possibility, the fact that g.. assumes a value

that is very close to 2ge readily lends itself to an alternative, more plausible explanation. As

5 detailed in the appendix, the S=3/2 spin Hamiltonian matrix can be block factored, for large

D, into ±1/2 and t3/2 manifolds; the ±1/2 manifold is identical to an S=1/2 Hamiltonian

3 matrix with a doubling of the value of g.. The g-values shown in the first column of Table

7.4 may thus be regarded as a signature of an S=3/2 system with g-values near g, but with

3 a large fine structure interaction. Accordingly, we assign this center to high-spin, Mn4 ion.

The best-fit spin Hamiltonian parameter values for the S=3/2 ion were used to gen-

erate the dashed curve in Fig. 7.6. EPR tansition intensities calculated for the S=3/2 ion

based on these best fit spin Hamiltonian parameter values were also found to be consistent

with the experimental observation& As suggested by the illustrations in Fig. 7.9, the obser-

vation, under our experimental conditions, of only a single EPR transition - belonging to

the NM=±1/2 Zeeman levels of the S=3/2 system - establishes that D is must be larger than

I -20 GHz. The value of D obtained in the fitting procedure conforms to this requirement.

Inasmuch as the effect of the fine structure interaction on the resonant energy levels varies

3 as (g.LtBIBosinO)2/2D, the precision with which the value of D is determined is modest.

There is also a correspondingly a larger error in g. than in g: when Bo1Iz, the observed

3 EPR transition has no dependence on D. To evaluate the hyperfine interaction parameters
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Parameter S= 1!2 S=3/2 (hb+)

3 6 (G) 3.7 1.8

D (GHz) - *28 (8)

3 gje 1.980(0.001) 1.977(0.001)

gj1 3.955 (0.00) 1.985(0.002)

TABLE 7.4. Spin Hamiltonian paameters for the "additional" manganese center, calcu-

lated by least-squares adjustment under the altmative asumptions: S=12, and S=312.
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for dhe S--3/2 center, we utilized Eqs. (7-2) and (7-3) in essentially the SUMn manner em-

ployed for the S--1 system. The best fit values of All and A.L obtained for the S=3/~2 center

are shown in Table 7.3. These values were used to generate solid curve in Fig. 7. 10.

The vn%4* ion is clearly revealed by the single crystal rotation patterns to occupy a

3 cation site in the Ba3(V0)2 structure. As noted above. iomic size co ns*Ierations (Mn4".

ionic radius 0 53 A32) imply that the ions are incorporated in place of V-S, in tetahedral

I coordination. Such coordination of &3 ions is unusual, although amt withou precedent.

Tetrahedra Cir3 ' has been found in host crystals of Be2SiO4 
51 and AIF04-52 In addition.

Mowat et al.46 have described an organonietallic complex Cr(CH2SiMe3)4-, that contains

tetaheruly ligated CI&+. In all of these systems, only the ±1/2 transition was observed in

the EPR spectra because of the larg value of D; g-values nar ge were also reported for

these systems. A few optical studies of tetrahedral Cr3' have also been reportedi -S5

The observation of Mn4+ centers in the Ba3 (VO) crystals is paticulauly intriguing

3 because no such centers were reported in the studies of ans-doped phosphiates

(apatites and spodiosites).20 Vanadate crystals are commonly darkened by the presence of

defects that appear to involve V4+ ions.56 It is tempting to suggest that in the manganese-

doped vanadate, a fraction of the Mn5 + impurities oxidize the V4 to the normal, vanadsle

valence state. This process would both eliminate V4+ paramagnetic centers, which were not

detected in our EFR expetiments, and yield the observed Mn4 + centers.

VL CONCLUSION

From this angle crystal EPR study, we have demonstrated the incorporation of two

3 distinct paramagnetic manganese centers at cation site in Ba3(V0 4)2. Analysis of their

EPR spectra indicates that the two centers are high-spin Mn5' and Mn4' ions, with relative

3 abundances of -5:1. Alhough the exact substitution position can aom be positively deter-

mined from the EPR spectroscopy - as both Ba2+ and V5+ occupy positions of simila

3 crystallographiic symmetry - it is certain that the Mn4" and Mn5+ ions, with radii of
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FIG 7.10. Mean hyperfine splitting vs. orientation of Be in the me crystalopaphic plane for

4Mn+ in Ba(VO4)2. The paints are the expenmental data, and the solid curves derive from the

best fit hyperfine pamters, as described in the text.
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0.53 A and 0.47 A respectively, substitute for the nearly equivalent ttaheal V5+ (0.50

I ~A) rather than the much largr B&2+ (1.56 A) ion. 32 The prsnce of M* 4' in twtabedralu ~I~ sieshas not been repotted previotuy. althogh the iselectonic Cr3+ ion has been

obsere tahedral coaordston.51-55 The spin Hamiltouzan psrameers obtained for

the Mn%5' center awe consistent with values found for hb-i' and for other d2 tons in slihtldy

I ~ ~~distouted tetahedral COVirUOMnet. 19-2137-49 The finem ructure intemecton is substataly

Snaier, howvMer, tha eXhibited by Cr"+ in the terahedra Sites Of fofgeuite. 10, 12-14
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Appedlx: S.,,2 with DI v

The fine Arncture and Zeeman term of the spin Hamiltiaan of an S=3/2 ion in an

axial field can be epreented in the bam of high field Zeemn sates (1/2.-112. 3/2,-3/2}

_ -as,

b -D0- a 0
-. b 0 V+Ab (-)

,fb 0 D+y4a 0
0 o vb 0 D-Ma

in which.

a &4 ,P5cosi&. (7-5)

* and

b- g, ,P, sin 0. (7-6)

If 2D, the separation between the ±1/2 and 23/2 manifods, is much larger than the res-

once frequency, then the matrix elements connecting them are negligible, and the matrix

is effectively block diagonalized. In this situation, EPR transitions are forbidden within the

t3/2 manifold but are allowed within the ±1/2 manifold, the spin Hamiltoian of which is

represented, apart from an .aurequena scalar term, as

U.4 g,l,,,Iu cos 2g.,,, sin -7)
k2g.LAj3si10 -ge 00f5.cos(7

This form is identical to the son Hamiltonian, matrix of an S=1/2 system, provided that one

identifies

g,(S-X) - 2gL(S ). (7-8)

The factor of two in (7-8) proceeds from the S-dependence of the matrix elements of the

opeatou S. An analogous result als applies to the hyperfine teaction.
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EFR (electron paxmgnetic resonance) spectra of sangle crystals of the solid-state lase ma-

terial. chromium-doped lanhanm ltetum gallium garnet (LLGG), are reported The

spectra, reveal the incoration of Cr3 ions at tetrahedral Ga+ sites. These resuts are at

variance with the wark of Lewis (AppI. Phys. A52, 31 (1991)) who suggested the peec

of Cr3' in octahedral site with severe distortions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chromium ions are well known to substitutionally incorporate as Cr 3+ at

octahedral sites in a variety of garnets - including YAG,1-4 YGG, 5,6 and GSGG 7. This

substitution is of significance for both the activation and radiation protection of lasers

made from such materials. Recently, Lewis reported the single crystal EPR (electron

paramagnetic resonance) investigation of Cr3  centers in chromium-doped lanthanum

lutetium gallium garnet (LLGG), a material of specific interest owing to its unusually

large octahedral sites.8 - . EPR spectra obtained for LLGG were, however, vastly

different from those found for other chromium-doped garnets systems. Lewis accounted

for these unusual spectra by postulating substantial distortion of the octahedral sites

occupied by the Cr3" ions.

In current work, we are utilizing EPR spectroscopy to characterize the

incorporation of 3d2 ions in host crystals with potential as near IR, tunable solid state

lasers. In particular, we have investigated the Cr:forsterite laser (Cr:Mg2SiO4),9- 12 for

which the active species was assigned to Cr4" substituting for Si&+ at tetrahedral lattice

sites, and the Mn:Ba3(VO4)2 laser, 13 for which the active center was assigned to Mn 5+

substituting for tetrahedral VS'. 4 The latter material also showed the presence of Mn4+

at the tetrahedral sites - an unusual coordination geometry for a 3d3 ion. 14 The report of

near IR laser activity in chromium-doped garnets, ascribed to tetrahedral Cr"

centers,15 ,16 motivated us to examine the EPR spectrum of chromium-doped LLGG. In

this letter we report the results of this study. In agreement with Lewis,8 we attribute the

dominant EPR lines in LLGG to Cr3+ ions. We suggest, however, that these ions are

lodged - like the Mn4+ centers in barium vanadatet 4 - at tetrahedral lattice sites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Single crystals of chromium-doped LLGG were obtained from Dr. M. R. Kokta of

Union Carbide Corporation. The crystals were medium green in color and free of visible
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flaws. The samples were cut into right triangular prisms with faces perpendicular to the

1[100], the [110] and (nominally) the [111] directions, the latter face was misaligned by

3 approximately 30 ma. Sample volumes were approximately 0.01 to 0.02 cm3.

EPR experiments were performed with a Varian E-109 X-bmnd spectrometer using

1 100kHz modulation and a Varian E-231 TE102 rectangular cavity. The field was varied

over a range of 0.05 to 10 kG and measured with a Walker Scientific MG-3D gaussmeter

that was calibrated with a Micro-Now Instruments Model 51513-1 proton gauineser.

Observations were obtained at frequencies of 9.5 GHz. Most experiments were carried out

with samples at ambient temperatures, although some were performed at temperatures of

approximately 100 K and 10 K Low temperatures were achieved using either a Varian

E-257 Variable Temperature Accessoty or an Air Products LTD-3-1 10 lhrn liquid He3 transfer system The sample crystals were rotated for field orientation studies with a Varian

goniometer system described previously.11

3M. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Measurements made on LLGG with magnetic field rotation in the (100). (110).

and the nominal (111) crystallographic planes. Only three major EPR feamres are found at

5 room temperature. The first consists of two or three symmetry related lines (approximately

50-60 G in width) which are observed in all three planes. These lines are several times

larger than any other signals; we assign them to chromium ions. The second consists of a

single line (approximately 50 G in width) which remains stationary in all three planes at a

resonance field of 3451 G. The third, observed only with B9 in (100) and (110), consists of

a single line (approximately 20 G in width) which remains nearly stationary at 2513 G and

has appreciable intensity only with Be within *20" of [100]. In addition, a number of broad

and weak transitions were observed at resonance field below 1750 G. Typical spectra for

LLGG are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

I
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FIG 8.1. Typical EPR specha of chromium-doped LILGG with Do along a [100] direco

I ~and Bi along a second [100] dietin The two large lines aris from chromium ions at

i tetrahedna lanice sites.
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The fields-for-resonance of the chromium lines were nsured as a function of on-

entation of Do within the (110), (100), and the nominal (111) crystallographic pIanes The

Sresults for the latter two planes are shown as the plotted points in Figures 83 and &4. The

presence of two lines moving 90" out of phase for rotation of Be in the (100) plane and the

exisence of line extrema for Be along [1001 indicate that the signals originate from tera-

hedral sites (ee appendix 1). This is in contrast to patterns expected for ions located at

ioctahedral sites, for which the resonant field extreme should occur with Bo along [110.

The curves also reveal that only one resonance transition is observed for each magnetically

inequivalent site.

The assignment to tetrahedral sites fther coufimed by the observation of the

three lines moving (approximately) 60" out of phase for Bo rotation in the nominal (111)

plane. Differences in the resonance field maima of the thme lines for rotation in this plane

ae due to misalignment of the crystal: this misalignment allows B9 to make a slightly

5 differet angle with each tetranhedral site's z-axis. On the other hand, regardlem of mis-

alignment, Be must still pus perpendicular to the z-axis of each site for rotation of the field

3near this plane. Thus the resonance-field for each line should be equivalent at oe extrema;

this is the cae for the minim of each line.

There is one anomaly in this analysis of the signals: the absence, for field rotation in

3 the (100) plane, of the line that corresponds to the tetrahedral site for which Be is always in

perpendiculm to z (see appendix 1). The results above indicate that this line should remain

f stationary at the resonance field minima of the two symmetay related lines actually

observed in this plane. To resolve this conflikt spectra were taken with Be rotation in the

5 (110) plane and specifiay with B9 aligned along [1101. Thes spectra show two smws

lines: one at a resonance field corresponding to the crossing of the two lines for Be along

[110] in the (100) plane and a second correomding to the miming line in the (100) plane.

With this in mind, careful examination of spectra with Be rotation in the (100) plane

I revealed the predicted stationary line, albeit at much lower intensity than observed for
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FIG 6.3. Fi.ld-for-reino.aanc. vs. oiientataom of 3. in the (100) czyataliopuphic pirn for

I cbnxzaiwn in LLGG. The paints ate the experimental data.
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either the corresponding line in the (110) plane or the other two symmetry related lines in

the (100) plane; this low intensity line is indicated in Figure &2 by an anrw. It is evident

from these findmgs that the intensity of the observed transition is dependent on the

orientation of the microwave field. Bi. For roation of Bo in (100), the site corresponding to

the stationary line has Bi along its a-axis, whereas for rotation of So in (110) the same site

has B perpendicular to its *-axis; Bi is also perpendicular to the axes of the sites

corespnding to the two strong transitions observed for rotation of So in the (100) plane.

In assigning the proper spin multiplicity to the chromium center in LLOG three key

observations must be accounted for 1) the presence of only a single resonance absorption

per magnetically inequivalent site in the surveyed field range, 2) the dependence of the in-

tensity of the signal on the microwave field orientation within the crystal, and 3) the

existence of a resonance field maxima for Be along the ion's magnetic z-axis and

corresponding minima for So perpendicular to this axis. These results indicate the signal

arises from the S=- 2 transition of an S.--3/2 Cr3+ ion with a large D splitting.

Lewis 8 observed signals similar to ours for rotation of BO in the (1,-2,1) plane of

LLGG and analyzed them in terms of S=t Cr- . He obtained an isotropic S=1.978 and a

fine tructure splitting, D, of approximately 14.4 GHz.8 Although these parameter values

are reasonably consistent with the single transtion we observed, spectral simulations indi-

cate that these values should produce several additional s"rong transitions in the 0 to 10 kG

range (see appendix 2) which were not detected in our more detailed study. As these addi-

tional transitions would move outside our experimental field range for D-20 GHz, and the

S= 1/2 transition is relatively insensitive to the value of D, we suspect the true D value to

be somewhat higher than that predicted by Lewis.

IV. DISCUSSION

Chromium cation substitution in LLGG can potentially occur at either octahedral or

tetrahedral lattice sites. In undistorted garnet the site symmetry of the former is T while
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that of the latter is" , both imply uniaxial magnetic interaction parameters (E=0) with the

unique fine structure axis oriented along the (1111 directions for octahedral sites and along

[100] directions for tetrahedral sites. This orientation of axes in turn implies specific

patterns of magetic equivalences and field-for-resomuce extrm when 11 is rotaed in the

(100) plane. For ioes at tetrahedral positions there ae three matmically nequivalent snts:

two with signals that move x/2 out of phase and have extrema for B9 parallel to a [100]

direction and a third with signals stationary at an exUeam. For ioes at octahedral posmtions,

there are two mageicafly inequivalent pairs of sites. Signas for the pairs move x42 out of

phase and have extreme for Be parallel to a [110] direction. The data reporte here are

clearly companble with assignment to ions at tetahedral sites both in the vanishing of E

and in the orientation of mapetic axeL

On the basis of ionic radii consderations, chromium cation subtittion in the

LLGG lattice is most likely at those sites for which Ga 3+ occupation is also possible. At the

time of Lewis's report, Ga3+ was thought to occupy all tetrahedral and a small fraction

(-3%) of the ctahedral sites in LLGG. 1'7 It was therefore feasible to suggest that Cr3+ ions

could occupy distorted octahedral sites similar to those thought to be inhabited by Ga3 +.

The recent, more deailed, report of Parise et al.,18 however, shows Ga + to occupy only

tetrahedral sites with all octahedral sites occupied by the much larger lutetiu. If we

assume an incorporation of Cr3 ' ions in the LLGG lattice analogous to that of G&3+ ions

(which have equivalent charge and ionic radii), then our observations outlined above are

quite reasonable. On the other hand, Cr-  ions would pay a - in ligand field

stabilization energy for incorporation in tetrahedral rather than octahedral coordination.

These ions might therefore have a preference for placement at octahedral sites Such a

preference is implicitly assumed by Lewis 8 If this view is correct, then to explain the EPR

spectra, Cr-3 octahedra in LLGG should be characterized by a distortion that moves the

fine structure axes from parallel to the [111] directions to parallel to the [100] directions

while nonetheless maintaining an axial fine structure interaction (E=)). Such a distortion.
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while possible. is implausible, especially in view of the nonexistence of octahedral te

occupied by GO' We believe that the simplest explanation of the experimental results is to

asspg Cr3* to the tetrahedral sites. Although teirahedraily coordinate d3 ions are mae, they

are not unpreceadente. Tetrahedral Cx3+ has been found in host crystals of Be2SiO4 19 and

AIPO4.2D Mowat et .21 have described an oranometallic Complex, Cr(CH2SiMC3)'-, that

conItans tetahedrally ligated Cr3+. In addition, tetrahedral Mn4+ has been reported in

Ba3(VO). 14 In all of these systems, only the*±V2 transition is observed in the EPR spectra,

because of the large size of D, and g-values nar e are found. These results are very similar

those repofted by us above and by Lewiss for Cr3+ in LLGG. In contrast, EPR studies of

octahedral coordinate Cr3+ in YAG and YGG have found smaller D-values with several

EPR trniin obere 1,56 A few optical studies -of tetrahedral Cr3+ have also been

re-oted 22 .23.24

It is puzzling that no EPR signals from tetrahedral Cr4+ ions are observed in

LLGG - though it is possible that some of the smaller lines, which were not analyzed,

could arise from this center. At this time, the only account of Cr4" ions in garnet is that of

AkIhrimdulin el. at, who report acoustic EPR of octahedral Ci 4 ' in YAG.25 A possible ra-

tionale for the lack of observed tetrahedral Ct4" signals in garets is a large D splitting for

the chromium ion in combination with the tetrahedral site's axial symmetry. Chromium

ions located at axially symmetric site would have a fine structure parameter E = 0. malting

it impossible to detect the type of transitions that have been observed for tetahedral d2 Ions

in fogseite,llI BMaG,1 I and Ba3(VO4). 14 If the chromium ion hed a D splitting consider-

ably larger than the microwave quanta, detection of signals would only be possbole in a

very narrow range of crystal orientations for the magnetic field stegths used here (see

appendix 2).
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Appmdlz 1: Crystal Structue of LLGG

Garnets have the general molecular formula (A) 3[B]2(C)3O12 where A is a trivalent

rare earth or uranium group ion in dodecahedral coordination, B is a trivalent iron group ion

in octahedral coordination, and C is a trivalent iron group ion in tetrahedral coordination.26

I In mixed garnets, such as LJ.GG, there is partial replacement of A ions by B ions and B ions

by C ions. It has been possible to dope garnets with a great variety of trivalent cations, as

well as charge compensated tetravalent and bivalent cations. Regardless of composition,

garnet crystals are of cubic symmetry with the space group Ia3d. The structure is composed

of 02- ions linking a six-coordinate B3+ ion. a four-coordinate C3  ion and two eight coor-

dinate A3+ ions.27 Eight {A)3[B] 2(C)30 12 formula units constitute the unit cell. The A3+

ions are situated at the crystallographic 24c positions, the B3  ions at the 16a positions and

the C3 ions at the 24d positions.26 All of the cation positions are located at invariant, spe-

cific coordinates, whereas the 02- ion's general coordinates, as well as the lattice constant a,

vary for differently constituted garnets. Lanthanum lutetium gallium garnet (LLGG) has a

nominal formula La3Lu2Ga3O12, but electron microprobe analysis shows an actual distri-

bution corresponding approximately to the formula ILa2 .37Lu.s5)[Lu2.0](Ga3.o)012.18

Crystallographic data for LLGG is given in Table 8.1.

As the ionic radii of the A3+ ions is quite large compared to that of Cr3+ or Cr4 +, in-

corporation of chromium through cationic substitution can occur only at the 16a or 24d

positions. The former have site symmetry3T, whereas the latter have site symmetry T'. Ions

at the 16a positions have trigonal distortions of the octahedra such that the " axis lies along

one the four [111 ] directions of the cubic crystal. In addition, pairs of ions sharing a com-

mon distortion axis are rotated in opposite directions about this axis by an angle of ±a for a

total of eight possible magnetically inequivalent sites. 28 Fortunately, ions with electron

spins of S=3/2 or less are magnetically indistinguishable for rotation about a symmetry axis;
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3 Ion Site Sy.. Coordinates q

x y z

La 24c 222 0 0.2500 0.1250 +3

LU 16a T 0 0 0 +3

Ga 24d -x 0 0.2500 03750 +3

£ 0 96h T 0.0300 0.0576 0.6569 -2

TALE 8.1. Crystlogmop c data for LLGG (L0Lu2Ga3O12). Cubic Ia3dj.

3 a=12.930 A. 17

1
I
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therefore, there will be only four magnetically diin1i0al msn each with axial symme-

try about one of the four [1111] directions.

3 lons at the 24d positions have tetagonal distortions of the tebahedra such that the -4

axis lies along anm of the four [100] directions of the cubic crystali In addition, pow of

I ions sharing a comn disortion awi are rwed in opposite directions about this axi by

an angle of *0 for a total of six possible magnetically inequivaleat sites, 28 As above, only

I ~ ~~half of these sites will be magnetically dsigsabefor ions of S--3/2 or less, and thus

3 ~ ~~there will be only thre magnetically isigshbesites. Each site will have axia sym-

try about one of the three 1100] directions.

5 Due to the multiple orientations of the symmety ame for ions at both the octaheal

and tetrhedWa sites, the pattern of magnetic equivalencies are cofmplex. For ions located

I at octahedra sites, a magnetic field, Uo along a [1111 direction produces one inequivalent

site withi Bo along the site's symmetry axis, conventionally labeled z. and three equivalent

sites each with B9 at an angle of 705 to the ions' z axes. Be along a (1101 direction po-

duces two pwr. of equivalent site; the fust with Be perpendicla to z and the second with

Be 353' to z. Be along the [1001 direction produces four equivalent sites with Be at 54.7 to

3 the ions' z axes.

For octahedral sites rotation of BO in the (1 11) plane prduF thre inequivalent

I sites for which BO moves from perpendicular to z to 19.5 to z; there is a 60W phase differ-

ene with respect to the field orientation between the each of the thre sits For the fourth

inequivalent site B9 is constantly perpendicular to L. Rotationi of Be in the (110) plan pro-5 ~ ~du=e two inequivalent sites for which Be moves from parallel to z for each se (along

[11ID to perpendicular to z for each site 1095' out of phase. These sites are equivalent

3 with BO along the (110] direction. The remaining two sites are always equivalent as So

moves from perpendicula to a (along (110]) to 54-T to z (along [1001). All four sites are

5 equivalent with So along [1001. inally, rotation of B9 in the (100) plane produces two
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pairs of equivalent sites for which Bo moves from perpendicular to z (along one [110) to

I 35.Y° to z (along a second [110]) 90° out of phase for the two pairs; all sites are eqwvaeM

for B along [1001.

For ions located at tetrahedral sites, BO along a [Ill] direction produces three

equivalent sites each with Be at 4.7 to each site's z axis. B9 along the [110 direction pro-

duces a par of eqivalent sit for which Be is 45* to each site's x and a third site for which

1 Be is perpendicular to the site's z Finally, Bo along the [1001 direction produces a pair of

sites with B9 perpendicular to z and a single sate with B9 parallel to z.

For tetrahedral sites, rotation of Be in the (111) plane produces three inequivalemnt

I sites for which o moves from perpendicular to z to 35T to z; there is a 60* phase differ-

ence with respect to orientation of the field between each site. Rotation of Do in the (110)

3 plane produces a single ste for which Be moves from parallel to z (along [100) to perpen-

dicular to z (along [1101) and a pair of equivalent sites for which BO moves from

I perpendicular to z (along (100]) to 45" to z (along [110ll; a s a equivalnt for

along ( 11]. Rotation of B9 in the (100) plae produces a singe site for which B9 remins

constantly perpendicular to z and a pair of sites for which BO moves from perpendicular to z

(along [1001) to parallel to z (along a second [100]). The latter two sites ae equivalent with

BO along [110] and move g0" out of phase with respect to orientation of ft.

3 The disparate patterns of magnetic equivalences for the octahedral and tetrahedral

sites should permit ready identification of the crystallographic position of a substituted wo.

Rotation in the (110) plane should provide complete specification for an ion incorpomted at

an octahedral site: for two sites Be moves from parallel to the unique axis, x, to the axial

plane, perpendicular to & In the same way rotation in the (100) plane should provide com-

pleft specification for an ion incorporaed at a tetrahedral site.
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3 APPENDIX 2: Skmuato.

The following figures are spectral simulations of S=1 and S=3/2 centers in sites of

axial symmetry - such as Cr0 4 and Cr3+ in the octahedral and tetrahedral sites in garnets

- for various values of the fine EMcture parameter, D. The figures plot angle of orienta-

tion of o in a plane containing the unique axis, z, (i.e., the (100) plane in garnet for

3 tetrahed sites) verss signal resomance field. These plots were calculated using the

eigenfield algonthm given in the appendix and the spin Hamiltonian,

IH = -iai Be* S * S + D (Sz2 - S e S /3)

5 in which IIpI is the magnitude of the Bohr Inagneton, Be is the laboratory field, g is the

Zeeman interaction matrix, S is the electron spin operator, with S=1 or S=3/2, and D is the

3 fine structure parameter, x, y, and z comprise the principal axes of the fine structure interac-

tion. To simplify the calculations g was assumed to be isotropic with a value of

3 approximately &e Relative signal intensities were also calculated and are shown as the error

bars on the data points.

I
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Characterization of Optical Centers in Mn:Ba3(VO4)2
by Spin-Echo EPR Spectroscopy

M.H. Whitmore, Christian T. Farrar
Department of Chemistry Harvard University 12 Oxford Street.

Cambridge, MA 02138

B. Buysse. J. Coremans. and J. Schmidt
Department of Physics Huygens Laboratory, University of Leiden.

Leiden, The Netherlands

D.J. Singel
Department of Chemistry Harvard University 12 Oxford Street. Cambridge, 02138

U
Abstract Experimental Results and Dicussion
Novel cw, time-resolved, and optical double Single crystals of Ba3(VO4)2 doped with manganese
resonance modes of EPR spectroscopy provide a (0.25% by weight in the melt) were grown by laser
detailed characterization of a new laser material, heat pedestal growth method under an oxidizing
Mn:Ba3(VO4)2. The presence of both Mn4  and atmosphere by Dr. H. R. Verdun of Fibertek, Inc. A
Mn 5 + centers in shown by cw EPR spectroscopy. -4 mm 3 sample was used in all experiments described
Spin-echo modulation effects provide experimental here.
evidence that the manganese substitutes for vanadium An exemplary cw EPR spectrum is shown in Fig.
at tetrahedral lattice sites. A new spin-echo optical 1. Four strong signals are evident, with characteristic
double resonance technique is introduced to selectively multiplet structure from the coupling of the electron to
probe the near IR absorption spectrum of the Mn5 +  the 5 5Mn nuclear moment. As detailed elsewhere (4].
center, in order to prove that Mn5 + is the active ion. the variation of the resonant field strength as a function

of field orientation reveals the presence of two distinct
Introduction types of manganese paramagnetic centers.
The spectroscopic characterization of metal ions
incorporated in insulator host crystals is an importar
source of information guiding the development of solic
state lasers. The identification of active guest ions an , ,
their modes of incorporation into the host can play
critical role in enabling the development of material In'* S--
with deliberately tailored optical properties. EPI
both vintage single-crystal rotation methods an

recently developed time-domain methods [1,21 - hay
proven to be well-suited to this task, and can b
especially useful for materials designed for broa
tunability: broadening of optical lines limits the utilit W* S-3/2
of simple optical techniques. The lack of an
selectivity for optically active ions, however, can be
serious disadvantage of EPR in complex materials. an 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
has motivated us to explore methods enjoining pulse Field (kG)
laser, optical excitation and time-resolved, spin-ech
EPR to correlate optical and paramagnetic centers. Figure 1. EPR spectrum of Mn:Ba3(VO4)2. The
Here we report the detailed characterization of a new spectrum was obtained with the magnetic field aligned
transition metal laser system. Mn:Ba 3 (VO 4 )2 (3], by with the crystal c axis at 9.09 GHz and ambient
the application of an army of EPR methods, including temperature. Multiplets assigned to the Mn4 + and
cw, pulsed, and optical double resonance techniques. Mn5+ centers are indicated.
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One center, a spin triplet, is assignea to Mn + , while situated at the tetrahedral, V 5 + site (5]. This
the second is a quartet spin, Mn4 + species. Both consistency provides additional support for the notion
evidently substitute for cations at threefold symmetry that Mn5 + substitutes for V5 + in Ba3(VO4)2.
sites in the Ba3(VO4)2 structure. Charge and size In order to prove that the Mn5 + is the laser center,

considerations (Ba 2 +, 1.56 A; V5 + , 0.50 A; Mn 5+ and we introduced a novel EPR-optical double resonance
Mn 4 + 0.47 and 0.53 A. respectively) make technique. We detect the spin-echo transient just after
substitution for V5 + more plausible. in which case the pulsed optical excitation within the narrow, near IR
managanese ions would be lodged at tetrahedral sites. absorption band of the Mn:Ba3(VO4)2. assigned by

We tested this conjecture experimentally by Merkle et al. [3] to the 3A- IE transition of tetrahedral
measuring the magnetic interaction of the guest ions Mn5 +.
with the 5 1 V nuclei in the vanadate lattice. The Spin-echoes sample the population difference of
technique used involves the spin-echo - a characteristic electron spin levels on resonance. Laser induced optical
transient response of the electron spin system to transitions from the ground-state sublevels perturb the
resonant, pulsed (nsec) excitation. Sublevel structure Boltzmann populations, and thus change the spin-echo
from the coupled 5 1 V appears as a quantum beat in the amplitudes. This effect provides a means for EPR-

Mn 5 + spin echo decay, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the selected optical excitation spectroscopy.
Mn:Ba3(VO4)2 system the beat occurs at the 51V As the scanned excitation (Nd:YAG with Raman

shifter) wavelength reaches the optical absorption, the
Zeeman frequency (2.7 MHz) indicative of weak spin-echo signal should decrease, as population is
hyperfine coupling. removed predominantly from the lower ground state

For such weakly coupled systems, the modulation spin sublevel, thereby decreasing the population
amplitude varies as <nr' 6 sin20>. where r is the Mn-V difference between the resonant spin sublevels:
distance. 0 is the angle between the Mn-V line-of- conversely, at the high wavelength edge of the optical
centers and the external field, and n is the number of absorption the upper sublevel is preferentially
nuclei characterized by each (r,O) [1]. Because of the depopulated and the echo signal should increase. A
stark dependences on r and 0, modulation effects often derivative spectral lineshape is thus expected.
arise from a single shell of the neighboring nuclei This lineshape is evidenced in the

Our analysis of the time-domain waveform is experimental spectrum of Fig. 3. which otherwise
consistent with assignment of the 5 1 V Zeeman reflects the position and width of the active ion
frequency modulation to the three second shell 51V absorption observed by Merkle et al. (3]. The spectrum

nuclei that lie 4.6 A from a Mn5 ion hypothetically in Fig. 3 (a light off/on difference spectrum) was
obtained by scanning

p I 0.4

0.2

I0
* -0.2

0 1 2 3 -0.4 '
Time (As) 1174.8 1175.2 1175.6 1175.9 1176.3

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2. Spin Echo Decay with 5IV Nuclear Figure 3. Mn5+-selective near IR excitation spectrum
Modulation registered at 4.4 K by excitation of the of Mn:Ba3(VO4)2, obtained, by the EPR-optical
Mn 5 + EPR line at 9.23 GHz and 2303 G with the field double resonance method described in the text, at 4A K
along the a axis. The modulation occurs predominantly with a field of 5160 G aligned with the c axis and EPR
at the 5v1 Zeeman frequency (2.7 MHz). at 9.35 GHz. The delay between the cptical and spin-

echo excitation is 600 nsec, and the spin-echo
interpulse delay is 350 nsec.
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the near IR absorption while observing the high-field
EPR signal of the SmI, Mn5 + center with the external
field (5160 G) along the crystal c axis (upper two
triplet sublevels on EPR). The double resonance effect
proves that the tetrahedral Mn5+ is the lasing ion.

The inherent time-resolved nature of this technique
provides a route for gaining insight into the dynamics
of the cycle of excitation and relaxation. For example,
by scanning a delay interposel between the laser and
microwave pulses [21, we havi; found that the recovery
of the sublevels to thermal is equilibrium is dominated
by electron spin-lattice relaxation, not by the decay of
the excited state. This observation rationalizes the
presence of the additional spectral feature, in Fig. 3, t
-1175.8 nm . When the lowest triplet sublevel (off

EPR) is pumped by the laser pulse, some spin-lattice
relaxation, predominantly from the middle sublevel,
occrs. This relaxation (indirectly) decreases the probed
population difference, and leads to a negative
(difference) signal that occurs at -10 GHz to the high
energy side of the trough of the main signal.

The feasibility of this type of pulsed EPR-optical
double resonance experiment is contingent on high
absorption cross-sections (to facilitate large, laser-
induced changes the ground state populations), and
sufficiently (>102 nsec) long-lived excited states (to
bottleneck the repopulating of the ground state).
Paramagnetic centers that behave either as lasing
centers or as saturable absorbers, increasingly used in
Q-switch applications, can thus be probed. The other
EPR methods - including both single crystal rotation
methods and electron spin echo modulation techniques -
are more broadly applicable for quantifying and
characterizing paramagnetic centers regardless of their
optical characteristics. They are therefore especially
attractive for probing the nature radiation-induced or
other extraneous defects that can affect laser
performance.
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